
Frost/de-icing salt resistantWater permeable Environmentally friendly 

Firm to walk onNo weed growth No cement residue
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ROMEX® PFM GmbH is one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of synthetic resin paving jointing 
mortar. More than 25 years of own research and 
development, manufacture in own production facil-
ity and an all encompassing quality management 
system acc. to the DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 stand-
ards, guarantee the high quality of our products. 
We offer a wide range of different paving jointing 
mortars to suit the various needs of all types of 
joints. 

The various products are suitable for natural and 
concrete stones as well as for clinker stones.

Areas of use are private and public surfaces, sur-
faces with pedestrian loads ( patios, garden paths ), 
surfaces with heavy traffic loads ( i.e. bus stops ) 
as well as decorative, water permeable and func-
tional surfaces. Our paving jointing mortars are also 

environmentally friendly because they fix surfaces, 
paths and squares without sealing them.

That is why many communities support this kind of 
ecological surface strengthening by granting subsi-
dies or by reducing the amount of waste water fees 
or to even remit these completely. We are the first 
and only manufacturer of an entire range that has 
a 5 year system guarantee ( RSG 5 ), when ROMEX® 
TRASS bed products are used in combination with 
selected ROMEX® paving jointing mortars. 25 years 
of competent advice, above average service in all 
areas and continuous customer orientation, have 
served to make the ROMEX® brand known world-
wide and to make our products become estab-
lished.

Who we are and what we do

ROMEX® PFM GmbH
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Innovative dislodgement protection // Using ISATec® Power Anchors, it is possible for the first time, to absorb and disperse linear 
shear forces and aimless heavy traffic. Dislodgement and damage can be avoided permanently.

Stronger than asphalt // ROMPOX®- D4000 HR has proper-
ties that are as strong as a bear and can even be applied at 
- 10 °C | 14 °F.

Quality from the bucket // The change to practical 
plastic buckets has brought many advantages. It is 
worth changing.

Liable company: 
ROMEX® PFM GmbH

Company headquarters: 
Von-Bassenheim-Str. 2 
53881 Euskirchen

Managing Director: 
Bert Meurer

Registered court: District Court Bonn 
Registered number: HRB 13574 
VAT-Id No.: DE 240641255

Contact: 
Tel.: + 49 22 51 / 94 12 20 
Fax: + 49 22 51 / 94 12 28

E-Mail: info@romex-pfm.de 
Internet: www.romex-pfm.de

Copyright by ROMEX® PFM GmbH
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ROMPOX® - FLEX-FUGE
Der zähelastische Pfl asterfugenmörtelg

2-Komponenten-Pfl asterfugenmörtel

Produktinformation
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• für mittlere Verkehrsbelastung
• für die ungebundene Bauweise
•  für Fugenbreiten ab 5 mm
•  für Fugentiefen ab 30 mm

( bei Verkehrsbelastung 2/3-Steinhöhe )
• wasserdurchlässig

• selbstverdichtend
• wasseremulgierbar
• bei Nieselregen verarbeitbar
•  kein Abdecken der Fläche bei Nieselregen notwendig
• ab > 7 ºC Untergrundtemperatur verarbeitbar

R P S

Verarbeitungsfi lme unter www.romex-pfm.de
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ROMEX® - OVERVIEW

Product Application area Weight
Water 

permeability*
Joint

container Page
-width -depth
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ROMPOX® - EASY
Easiest to use paving jointing mortar R P S

Patio 
Garden path

highly 
3,91 x 10-3 m/s 

554,2 iph

≥ 5 mm 
≥ 3/16"

≥ 30 mm 
≥ 1 3/16"

15 kg and 25 kg bucket 
33,1 lbs and 55,1 lbs bucket

14 - 15

ROMPOX® - DRAIN 
The permeable paving jointing mortar

Around the house 
incl. drive  - up to 3 t

highly 
4,96 x 10-3 m/s 

692,7 iph

≥ 5 mm 
≥ 3/16"

≥ 30 mm 
≥ 1 3/16"

26,8 kg bag 
59,1 lbs bag

18 - 19

ROMPOX® - DRAIN
The paving jointing mortar for slab surfaces R P S

Around the house 
incl. drive  - up to 3 t

highly 
4,91 x 10-3 m/s 

692,7 iph

≥ 5 mm 
≥ 3/16"

≥ 30 mm 
≥ 1 3/16"

26,5 kg bag, 28 kg bucket 
58,4 lbs bag, 61,7 lbs bucket

20 - 21

ROMPOX® - D1
The proven paving jointing mortar

Around the house 
incl. drive  - up to 7,5 t

middle 
7,5 x 10-4 m/s 

106,2 iph

≥ 3 mm 
≥ 1/8"

≥ 30 mm 
≥ 1 3/16"

27,5 kg bag, 30 kg bucket 
60,6 lbs bag, 66,1 lbs bucket

26 - 27

ROMPOX® - D1
The paving jointing mortar for slab surfaces R P S

slab surfaces 
around the house - up to 7,5 t

middle 
7,5 x 10-4 m/s 

106,2 iph

≥ 3 mm 
≥ 1/8"

≥ 30 mm 
≥ 1 3/16"

20 kg bucket 
44,1 lbs bucket

30 - 31

ROMPOX® - FLEX-JOINT
The viscous elastic paving jointing mortar R P S

Around the house 
incl. drive - up to 7,5 t

middle 
1,63 x 10-4 m/s 

73,9 iph

≥ 5 mm 
≥ 3/16"

≥ 30 mm 
≥ 1 3/16"

25 kg bucket 
55,1 lbs bucket

36 - 37

ROMEX® - JOINT STRENGTHENER 
For strengthening sand joints

repairs cracks in paved stone 
joints / for private areas

highly
≥ 1 mm 

≥ 1/16"
≥ 30 mm 

≥ 1 3/16"
1 litre, 5 litre and 10 litre bottle 
0,3 gal, 1,3 gal and 2,6 gal bottle

40 - 41

ROMPOX® - DEKO 
The decorative grit and gravel strengthener/hardener

*
*

*
B

A

R R I E R F R

E
E

*
*

*

bright, particularly 
white gravel / grit

highly
surface depth 

≥ 30 mm | ≥ 1 3/16"
1 kg box, 30 kg bucket 
2,2 lbs box, 66,1 lbs bucket

44 - 45
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ROMPOX® - D2000
The modern paving jointing mortar R P S

newbuilds / repair 
Town area - up to 25 t

low 
9,06 x 10-6 m/s 

1,4 iph

≥ 5 mm 
≥ 3/16"

≥ 30 mm 
≥ 1 3/16"

27,5 kg bag, 30 kg bucket 
60,6 lbs bag, 66,1 lbs bucket

52 - 53

ROMPOX® - D3000
The pavement fixing elutriant for repairs R P S

repairs 
Town area - up to 25 t

medium 
1,0 x 10-8 m/s 

106,2 iph

≥ 3 mm 
≥ 1/8"

≥ 10 mm 
≥ 3/7" 27,5 kg bag 

60,6 lbs bag
56 - 57

Joint crack depth

ROMPOX® - TRAFFIC V2
The hardest paving jointing mortar

Newbuilds 
Town area  - up to 40 t

low 
4,78 x 10-6 m/s 

0,7 iph

≥ 8 mm 
≥ 5/16"

≥ 30 mm 
≥ 1 3/16"

28 kg bag 
61,7 lbs bag

66 - 67

ROMPOX® - D4000 HR
The quickest repair mortar R P S

repairs

town area  - up to 40 t -
joint depth 

≥ 10 mm | ≥ 3/7"
17,5 kg bucket 
38,6 lbs bucket

68 - 69

ROMPOX® - PROFI-DEKO
Professional grit and gravel strengthener/hardener

*
*

*
B

A

R R I E R F R

E
E

*
*

*

colored and dark  
gravel / grit

highly
joint depth 

≥ 30 mm | ≥ 1 3/16"
2,5 kg container, 30 kg bucket 
5,5 lbs container, 66,1 lbs bucket

72 - 73

ISATec® Earth Anchors
Dislodgement protection for large format tiles and paving

Public surface  - up to 40 t
According to technical specifications for surface pavements with large formats 

( MFG issue 2013 )
76 - 77
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ROMEX® - TRASS-BED
The frost resistant drainage mortar

Private and 
public areas  - up to 40 t

highly 
1,42 x 10-4 m/s 

20,1 iph

layer thickness 
≥ 3 cm | ≥ 1 3/16"

40 kg bag 
88,2 lbs bag

84 - 85

ROMEX® - TRASS-BED-COMPOUND
Binder for the production of a frost resistant drainage mortar

Private and 
public areas - up to 40 t

highly 
1,42 x 10-4 m/s 

20,1 iph

layer thickness 
≥ 3 cm | ≥ 1 3/16"

25 kg bag 
55,1 lbs bag

86

ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT
Adhesion bridge for slab surfaces

Private and 
public areas  - up to 40 t -

layer thickness 
≥ 3 mm | ≥ 1/8"

25 kg bag 
55,1 lbs bag

87
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17,5 kg bucket 
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ROMEX® - TRASS-BED
The frost resistant drainage mortar

Private and 
public areas  - up to 40 t

highly 
1,42 x 10-4 m/s 

20,1 iph

layer thickness 
≥ 3 cm | ≥ 1 3/16"

40 kg bag 
88,2 lbs bag

84 - 85

ROMEX® - TRASS-BED-COMPOUND
Binder for the production of a frost resistant drainage mortar

Private and 
public areas - up to 40 t

highly 
1,42 x 10-4 m/s 

20,1 iph

layer thickness 
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25 kg bag 
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86

ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT
Adhesion bridge for slab surfaces

Private and 
public areas  - up to 40 t -

layer thickness 
≥ 3 mm | ≥ 1/8"

25 kg bag 
55,1 lbs bag

87

*with a joint percentage of 10 %
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The advantages are evident

Synthetic resin paving jointing mortar

Compared to paving stone use, which was already carried out 
by the Romans 2000 years ago, paved stone jointing using syn-
thetic resins has only been in use for around 30 years and is 
thus a relatively young technology. 

It is claimed that the ancient Romans did not use solid joints 
and definitely didn't use synthetic resin joints. That is cor-
rect, but this wasn't necessary back then as 2000 years ago, 
modern high pressure cleaners and street sweeping machines 
were not around to permanently damage the joints. The peo-
ple back then had other problems to deal with.

We claim: if synthetic resin paved stone jointing had been 
known to the ancient Romans as well as other paving stone 
layers, then that is the technology they would have used. Just 
as it is used today by tens of thousands of trading companies 
in Germany, Europe and the rest of the world.

Synthetic resin paving jointing mortars 
are superior to other methods.

Historical

Sand

Cement

Gravel
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The advantages of ROMEX®- synthetic resin paved joints compared to …
  Sand / Gravel   Cement
· No more weeds in the joints

· Rain no longer washes out the joint

· Can easily be cleaned using high pressure cleaner

· No danger of high heeled accidents

· Bike stands won’t slip into the joint

·  Loose jointing material is not swept up by streetsweepers

· Barrierfree / handicapped accessible

· no ugly cement residue

· No frost damage

·  Suface is not sealed because ROMEX® - PFM 
are water permeable

·  ROMEX® - PFM application times are much shorter, thus there 
is significant saving in time ( approx. 2/3 )

· Application whilst standing

· No subsequent treatment

Scorching Scratching Spray poison

9



ROMEX® products are extremely suitable for natural, 
concrete stones and brick surfaces

Areas of application

Application time: 
5-10 minutes for 

the entire jointing of 
one square metre.

Up to 20% cheaper 
than the usual methods 
using cement mortar.

10



Joint solutions for
• Joint widths from 1mm | 1/16“ 
• Coated concrete stone

60% saving in  t ime 
compared to cement jo int ing.

11
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ROMEX® - SYSTEMS for use 
all around the house

Whether terraces/patios, garden paths 
or driveways – the water permeable 
systems prevent weed growth 
long term and create permanently, 
visually attractive surfaces with 
joints that are easy to clean.

13
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PROPERTIES

• for DIY use 

• can be applied during drizzle

•  no longer necessary to cover surface during drizzle

• improved, water compatible formula

• practically no resin film

• for pedestrian loads 

• for joint widths from 5 mm | 3/16"

• for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16"

• highly water permeable

• mixed ready to use, vacuum packed

Easiest to use paving jointing mortar 

1-component paving jointing mortar, ready to use

ROMPOX®- EASY

R P S

Strong and permanently 
water permeable

Completely frost 
resistant

For pedestrian 
traffic



Final cleaning

Wash in

More water

Work in with 
squeegee

Pour on

15

Pre-wet

Construction site requirements: The foundation needs to be prepared according to the expected traffic 
loads. Regulations and leaflets regarding construction of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Future 
loads must not cause the surface to settle or loosen stones. Ideally “ROMEX® - TRASS-BED – the frost 
resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information.
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" ( minimum joint width 5 mm | 3/16" ). The 
surface to be jointed should be cleaned of all kinds of dirt. Any adjoining surfaces that are not to be jointed 
should be taped off.
Pre-wet: Pre-wet surface. Porous surfaces as well as higher surface temperatures require more intense 
pre-wetting.
Application: Open the lid of the bucket. Pour the paving jointing mortar immediately onto the surface and 
using a coarse street broom or squeegee spread it evenly so that it goes into the joints deeply, firmly and 
compactly. Professional tip: In order to compact the joints even better, the freshly applied paving jointing 
mortar can be elutrified using a water spray jet. Sunken joints are re-filled with more paving jointing mortar. 
Avoid any standing water in the fresh joints, ensure there is sufficient slope.
Final cleaning: Finally, clean the stone surface carefully with a fine hair broom, so that it is free of all mortar 
residue. Sweep diagonally to the joint. Do not re-use swept off material. Any residual material on the stone 
surface can still be swept off after 24 hours with a coarse street broom.
Subsequent treatment: Rain protection during drizzle is not necessary. In case of heavy or permanent 
rain, the jointed surface should be protected for approx. 24 hours. The rain protection ( building sheet/
cover sheet ) can be laid directly onto the surface. During the initial period, a very fine synthetic resin film 
remains on the stone surface which intensifies the colour of the stones and protects against dirt. This film 
disappears over the course of time due to weathering and abrasion.
Important instructions: In case of doubt always lay a sample surface before doing the entire jointing. Do 
not use in “permanently wet areas“ ( swimming pools, fountains, drains, drip edges etc. ) Remove anything 
that stores water regularly from the jointed surface such as moss, leaves and weeds. Only use on water per-
meable substructures. The mortar can slowly disintegrate if exposed to permanent water loads or standing 
water. Only use outdoors.

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: - can be walked on after 24 hours / final re-opening after 6 days - if 

raining or elutrifying is carried out, the hardening time may increase 
by 24 - 48 hours depending on temperature.

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density:  1,54 kg/dm3 | 0,89 oz/in3  1,62 kg/dm3 | 0,94 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  3,4 N/mm2 | 493 psi  3,6 N/mm2 | 522 psi
Compressive strength:  7,1 N/mm2 | 1030 psi  5,9 N/mm2 | 856 psi
Static elasticity module:  820 N/mm2 | 118.931 psi  690 N/mm2 | 100.076 psi
Water permeability value: -  3,91 x 10-3 m/s | 554,2 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10% )*3

Storage life:  12 months, frostfree, dry 
( Protect container against direct sunlight, do not stack pallets )

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone size 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"

Jo
in

t 
w

id
th

5 mm | 3/16" 1,1 | 0,23 2,2 | 0,45 2,3 | 0,47 2,8 | 0,57 4,1 | 0,84 7,8 | 1,60

8 mm | 5/16" 2,1 | 0,43 4,3 | 0,88 4,5 | 0,92 5,5 | 1,13 8,1 | 1,66 15,5 | 3,17

Polygonal slabs see page 32

Application

Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

INFO

*1 without addition of water

*2 acc. to ROMEX® testing method

*3  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements 
and roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic ( Germany ); issue 
1998



You should know this

ROMPOX®- EASY

APPLY WITH WATER
Thanks to the water compatible formula, ROMPOX®- EASY can 
now also be washed into the joints. Application using water 
ensures that the jointing mortar becomes better compacted 
and thus a stronger joint is achieved.

Positive side effect: ROMPOX®- EASY can now also be applied 
during drizzle. It also means that the synthetic resin film that 
is usually left on the stone surface is almost completely gone.

YOU HAVE TIME ON YOUR SIDE
Unused paving jointing mortar in opened buckets can be 
made useable for at least 30 days from day of opening, if 
water is immediately added to the bucket ( the mortar in the 
bucket should be completely covered with water, then seal 
with bucket lid ).

Important instructions:
•  If a hydraulic ( cementbound ), water permeable bedding 

mortar is used, then ROMPOX®- EASY should only be used 
after the cement bed has fully hardened.

•  Due to raw materials and after the joint has been compacted, 
surface sanding to remove individual jointing mortar grains 
is possible.
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ADVERTISE USING YOUR PALLETS!
Place the pallets of ROMPOX® EASY in highly frequented walk-
through areas so as to arouse interest. The best sales success has 
been noted, when the pallets are placed near the main entrance, 
checkouts and walk-through areas.

As well as useful and practical tips, we also offer an LCD-PLAYER 
8“ with our advertising film to support your sales.

Arouse attention at

“POINT OF SALE“ 
ENSURE ADDITIONAL SALES!

Continuous play of the ROMEX® 
application films with the ROMEX® LCD/

TV directly on your sales counter!

17
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ProPerties

• highly water permeable

• self-compacting

• water emulsifiable

• for light traffic loads

• for joint widths from 5 mm | 3/16"

•  for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16"

•  can be applied at surface temperatures from

2 component epoxy resin paving jointing mortar

The permeable paving jointing mortar

ROMPOX®- DRAIN up to 3t
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INFO

Final cleaning

Sweep off

Wash in

Add water

Mix

Pre-wet

Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones. Ideally, “ROMEX® - TRASS 
BED - the frost resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information. 
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" ( minimum joint width 5 mm | 3/16" ). The 
surface to be joint-fixed should be cleaned of all impurities before work commences. Adjoining surfaces 
that are not to be joint-fixed are taped off. 
Pre-wet: Pre-wet the surface. Porous surfaces as well as higher surface temperatures, require more intense 
pre-wetting. 
Mixing: Pour the 25 kg | 55,1 lbs filler components into the mixing tub and start the mixing process. Whilst 
mixing, slowly add the separately packaged 1,8 kg | 4 lbs resin/hardener component completely into the 
mixture. After mixing for 3 minutes add 2 litres | 0,6 gal of water and continue mixing well for at least 3 
minutes. 
Application: Apply the mixed paving jointing mortar onto the well damp surface and work it carefully into 
the joints using a squeegee/rubber slider. In order to use the optimum flow capacity of the paving jointing 
mortar, it is poured onto 3 to 4 areas of the jointing area. 
Final cleaning: After approx. 10-15 minutes the excess mortar on the surface of the stones can be swept 
off carefully with a large, coarse broom. Then use a soft, hair broom to do a final cleaning until all residual 
mortar has been removed from the surface. The correct moment for sweeping is when white smears no 
longer form on the stone surface during sweeping. Sweeping should be done diagonally to the joint. Do 
not re-use swept off material. 
Subsequent treatment: Rain protection is not necessary in case of drizzle. In case of permanent or pouring 
rain, the freshly jointed surface needs to be protected against rain for the next 6 hours. The rain protection 
layer must not be laid directly onto the paved surface, this is to ensure sufficient air circulation. Safe rain 
protection is afforded by the specially developed ROMEX® protective surface mats, that can be simply laid 
onto the surface. Please ask your trade supplier. During the initial period a very thin film of epoxy resin 
remains on the stone surface and intensifies the colour of the stone and protects it from dirt. This film, 
however, disappears from the surface in open weather and through abrasion in the coming months. In case 
of uncertainty, a sample surface should be tested before the entire jointing is done.

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F
at low temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: after 12 - 24 hours / can be driven on after 6 days

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density:  1,57 kg/dm3 | 0,91 oz/in3  1,29 kg/dm3 | 0,75 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  7,4 N/mm2 | 1.073 psi  5,1 N/mm2 | 740 psi
Compressive strength:  15,1 N/mm2 | 2.190 psi  9,2 N/mm2 | 1.334 psi
Static elasticity module:  1.240 N/mm2 | 179.847 psi  1.550 N/mm2 | 1.820.224 psi
Water permeability value: -  4,96 x 10-3 m/s | 692,7 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10% )*3

Storage life:  24 months, resin/hardener components: frostfree, filler components: dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone size 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"

Jo
in

t 
w

id
th 5 mm | 3/16" 1,0 | 0,20 2,0 | 0,41 2,1 | 0,43 2,6 | 0,53 3,8 | 0,78 7,2 | 1,47

8 mm | 5/16" 1,6 | 0,33 3,2 | 0,66 3,4 | 0,70 4,2 | 0,86 6,0 | 1,23 11,5 | 2,36

10 mm | 3/7" 2,0 | 0,41 4,0 | 0,82 4,3 | 0,88 5,3 | 1,09 7,5 | 1,54 14,4 | 2,95
Polygonal slabs approx. 4 - 6 | 0,8 - 1,23

Application

Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

*1 without addition of water

*2 acc. to ROMEX® testing method

*3  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements and 
roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic (Germany); issue 1998
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ProPerties

2 component epoxy resin paving jointing mortar

ROMPOX®- DRAIN

• can be applied during drizzle

•  no need to cover surface 
during drizzle

• quick re-opening to traffic

• for light to medium traffic loads

•  for joint widths from 5 mm | 3/16"

•  for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16"

• highly water permeable

• self-compacting

The reliable paving jointing mortar

R P S

up to 3t

THE
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Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

INFO

Application

Final cleaning

Sweep off

Wash in

Add water

Mix

Pre-wet

Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones. Ideally, “ROMEX® - TRASS 
BED - the frost resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information.
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" ( minimum joint width 5 mm | 3/16" ). The 
surface to be joint-fixed should be cleaned of all impurities before work commences. Adjoining surfaces 
that are not to be joint-fixed are taped off.
Pre-wet: Pre-wet the surface. Porous surfaces as well as higher surface temperatures, require more intense 
pre-wetting.
Mixing: Pour the 25 kg | 55,1 lbs filler components into the mixing tub and start the mixing process. Whilst 
mixing, slowly add the separately packaged 1,5 kg | 3,3 lbs resin/hardener component completely into the 
mixture. After mixing for 3 minutes add 2 litres | 0,6 gal of water and continue mixing well for at least 3 
minutes.
Application: Apply the mixed paving jointing mortar onto the well damp surface and work it carefully into 
the joints using a squeegee/rubber slider. In order to use the optimum flow capacity of the paving jointing 
mortar, it is poured onto 3 to 4 areas of the jointing area.
Final cleaning: After approx. 10-15 minutes the excess mortar on the surface of the stones can be swept 
off carefully with a large, coarse broom. Then use a soft, hair broom to do a final cleaning until all residual 
mortar has been removed from the surface. The correct moment for sweeping is when white smears no 
longer form on the stone surface during sweeping. Sweeping should be done diagonally to the joint. Do 
not re-use swept off material.
Subsequent treatment: Rain protection is not necessary in case of drizzle. In case of permanent or pouring 
rain, the freshly jointed surface needs to be protected against rain for the next 6 hours. The rain protection 
layer must not be laid directly onto the paved surface, this is to ensure sufficient air circulation. Safe rain 
protection is afforded by the specially developed ROMEX® protective surface mats, that can be simply laid 
onto the surface. Please ask your trade supplier. During the initial period a very thin film of epoxy resin 
remains on the stone surface and intensifies the colour of the stone and protects it from dirt. This film, 
however, disappears from the surface in open weather and through abrasion in the coming months. In case 
of uncertainty, a sample surface should be tested before the entire jointing is done.

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F ( max.≤ + 25 °C | ≤ 77 °F )
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: after 6 hours / can be driven on after 24 hours

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density:  1,64 kg/dm3 | 0,95 oz/in3  1,29 kg/dm3 | 0,75 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  8,1 N/mm2 | 1.175 psi  3,0 N/mm2 | 435 psi
Compressive strength:  24,1 N/mm2 | 3.495 psi  9,5 N/mm2 | 1.378 psi
Static elasticity module:  2.640 N/mm2 | 1.833.277 psi  1.610 N/mm2 | 23.511 psi
Water permeability value: -  4,91 x 10-3 m/s | 692,7 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10% )*3

Storage life:  24 months, resin/hardener components: frostfree, filler components: dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone size 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"

Jo
in

t 
w

id
th 5 mm | 3/16" 1,0 | 0,20 1,9 | 0,39 2,0 | 0,41 2,5 | 0,51 3,7 | 0,76 6,9 | 1,41

8 mm | 5/16" 1,6 | 0,33 3,0 | 0,61 3,2 | 0,66 4,0 | 0,82 5,8 | 1,19 11,1 | 2,27

10 mm | 3/7" 2,0 | 0,41 3,8 | 0,78 3,9 | 0,80 5,0 | 1,02 7,3 | 1,50 13,8 | 2,83
Polygonal slabs approx. 4 - 6 | 0,8 - 1,23

*1 without addition of water

*2 acc. to ROMEX® testing method

*3  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements and 
roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic (Germany); issue 1998



Water permeabilty acc. to DIN 18130:

very highly permeable from 10-2 m/s 
highly permeable 10-2 up to 10-4 m/s 
permeable 10-4 up to 10-6 m/s 
slightly permeable 10-6 up to 10-8 m/s 
very slightly permeable below 10-8 m/s

That is why our paving jointing mortars 
are water permeable and frost resistant

Water permeability

In Geotechnology, permeability is used to quantify the perme-
ability of ground and rock for liquids or gases ( i.e. groundwa-
ter, crude oil, natural gas ).

Seepage contributes to active environmental protection.

Environmentally friendly construction and ecological 
actions, are part of the central concept in towns and commu-
nities to promote an environment conducive to a good qual-
ity of life. This includes preserving historic parts of towns and 
country, creating leisure and recreational areas including the 
development of effective biotope systems.

The result of increasing surface sealing, is that there is more 
surface water. In case of heavy rain, there is a risk of high water 
and the drainage system is overloaded. This results in poorer 
quality of our rivers and lakes.

Rainwater is a raw material vital to life and should go back into 
the natural cycle of things, not into drains. An alternative to 
the usual method of diverting rainwater is to catch it and let it 
seep - an environmentally friendly, effective and cost effective 
solution: rainwater is absorbed by paved stone systems and 
fed directly back to the ground and groundwater.

On your property you will be able to actively contribute to 
the environment, by having surfaces strengthened that allow 
seepage and become de-sealed, allowing near to nature rain-
water management. This does not mean you will be deprived 

of functional or creatively attractive surfaces for paths, ter-
races or driveways.

A calculated value that quantifies the permeability of water 
through ground or rock, is called the permeability value or 
hydraulic conductivity value.

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density: 1,54 kg/dm3 | 0,89 oz/in3 1,62 kg/dm3 | 0,94 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength: 3,4 N/mm2 | 493 psi 3,6 N/mm2 | 522 psi
Compressive strength: 7,1 N/mm2 | 1030 psi 5,9 N/mm2 | 856 psi
Static elasticity module: 820 N/mm2 | 118.931 psi 690 N/mm2 | 100.076 psi
Water permeability value: - 3,91 x 10-3 m/s | 554,2 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10% )*3
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Grainsize is the deciding factor! The capillary effect
A synthetic resin paving jointing mortar is always made of two 
components. The first component is binding agent, which is 
responsible for hardening and stability. The other component 
is the filler material, which is responsible for water permeabil-
ity. The filler material component is a washed, firedried quartz 
sand with various grainsizes.

The quartz sands have no zero components, unlike cement 
( cement dust ). This means that hollow areas can form, through 
which water can seep. The size of the hollow areas, which 
depends on the grainsize, determines the degree of water 
permeability. Especially during winter, the advantage of large 
hollow areas is evident. Water, that is still in the joints during 
ground frost, freezes and is able to expand into the hollow 
areas. This means cracks and breakage in the joints is avoided.

The capillary effect is the way liquids react when they come 
into contact with capillaries i.e. tight pipes, cracks or hollow 
areas in hard materials. 

Example: if you dip a glass tube vertically into water, the water 
will rise slightly in the tube against gravity. 

This effect occurs due to surface tension of the liquids them-
selves and from the border surface tension of the liquids with 
the hard surface ( in this example: glass ).

In the construction industry, when synthetic resin bound pav-
ing jointing mortar is used i.e. on paved stone surfaces that 
have been jointed with synthetic resin based paving jointing 
mortar, the capillary effect can be seen in the joints, because 
depending on the jointing mortar used and the pore content 
or sand grainsize, varying amounts of moisture are able to rise 
against gravity.

This means that even if a foundation is only slightly water per-
meable, water will not remain permanently in the joint.

Using ROMEX® systems, you can do your part to be environ-
mentally friendly. Because the ROMEX® products strengthen 
surfaces, paths and squares, without sealing them!

Bedding

Stone Joint
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Seepage instead of sealing

Water permeable surfaces

Tip: How to save money

The government demands, that the sealing of surfaces must 
stop. That is why many communities support environmental 
surface strengthening with grants or lower drainage charges. 
Some communities have even stopped charging drainage 
fees.

In order to get “recognition of unsealed surfaces” by the 
authorities, sample applications can be used.

•  Sample application for freeing from connection and usage 
pressure for rainwater acc. to communitylaws

•  Sample application for freeing from drainage charges for 
rainwater acc. to drainage fee law ( AbwAG  )

•  Sample application for water rights permission to allow seep-
age of non hazardous soiled rainwater on the property acc. 
to water household law.

The sample applications can be downloaded for free from 
www.betonstein.de under the section „Service/ Betonshop“.

Paving stones 
with wide joints

24



Example:

Sealed surfaces

Our hometown Euskirchen confirms with this letter, that the paving jointing mortar ROM-
POX®- DRÄN ( DRAIN ) fulfills all requirements for a surface allowing seepage.

EUSKIRCHEN 
COUNTY SEAT BETWEEN RHEIN AND EIFEL 
THE MAYOR

ROMEX GmbH 
Weidesheimer Str. 17 
53881 Euskirchen

Date: 15th June 1999

Water permeable paving jointing mortar

Dear Sir, Dear Madam 
with regard to your enquiry, we make the following statement:

According to the current regulations on fees regarding drainage of water, the 
town of Euskirchen charges fees for built-on and strengthened property surfaces, 
from which rainwater runs into the drainage system. A stregthened surface on 
the property is defined as a surface that is concreted, asphalted, paved, layed 
with slabs or any other materials that are impermeable. Surfaces laid with grass 
grid stones are not included in this, as long as they have been laid on a water 
permeable surface; the same applies to any materials which have the same effect 
as grass grid stones.

The ROMPOX DRAIN paving jointing mortar product sold by you, is highly 
water permeable according to the test report carried out by Building Material Test 
Centre Rheinland, and is able to allow practically any quantity of rainwater to drain 
off into the ground immediately. As the joint only makes up a small percentage of 
the surface area, the paving stones used also need to be taken into consideration 
with regard to seepage. Paving stones and jointing material can be classed as 
materials which have the same effect as grass grid stones, if they are laid accord-
ing to the technical regulations. The town of Euskirchen reserves the right to take 
measures, if over the passage of time, it is determined that the seepage capability 
is reduced so that rainwater doesn’t drain from the surface. 

I hope this information has been of help and remain 
with kind regards

Klinkenberg

*Original Letter from a german city council
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• self compacting

• water emulsifiable

•  can be applied to ground temperatures of > 0 °C | > 32 °F

• for light to medium traffic loads

•  for joint widths from 3 mm | 1/8"

•  for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16"

•  water permeable

PROPERTIES

2 component epoxy resin paving jointing mortar

The proven paving jointing mortar

ROMPOX®- D1 up to 7,5t
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Final cleaning

Wash in

Sweep off

Add water

Mix

Pre-wet

Construction site requirements: The foundation needs to be prepared according to the expected traffic 
loads. Regulations and leaflets regarding construction of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Future 
loads must not cause the surface to settle or loosen stones. Ideally “ROMEX® - TRASS-BED – the frost 
resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information.
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" ( minimum joint width 3 mm | 1/8" ). The sur-
face to be joint-fixed should be cleaned of all impurities before work commences. Adjoining surfaces that 
are not to be joint-fixed are taped off.
Pre-wet: Pre-wet the surface. Porous surfaces as well as higher surface temperatures, require more intense 
pre-wetting. 
Mix: Pour the 25 kg | 55,1 lbs filler components into the mixing tub and start the mixing process. Whilst 
mixing, slowly add the separately packaged components completely into the mixture. After mixing for 3 
minutes add water according to the product package and continue mixing well for at least 3 minutes. 
Application: Apply the mixed paving jointing mortar onto the well moistened surface and work it carefully 
into the joints using a squeegee/rubber slider. The mortar is poured out at three or four spots within the 
jointing area in order to make best use of the fluidity of the paving jointing mortar. Application time at 
+ 20 °C / + 68 °F is approx. 20 – 30 minutes. 
Final cleaning: After approx. 10 – 15 minutes the excess mortar on the surface of the stones can be swept 
off carefully with a large, coarse broom. Then use a soft, hair broom to do a final cleaning until all residual 
mortar has been removed from the surface. The correct moment for sweeping, is when white smears no 
longer form on the stone surface during sweeping. Sweeping should be done diagonally to the joint. Do 
not re-use swept off material. 
Subsequent treatment: The freshly jointed surface needs to be protected against rain for the next 12 – 24 
hours. The rain protection layer must not be laid directly onto the paved surface this is to ensure sufficient 
air circulation. Safe rain protection is afforded by the specially developed ROMEX® protective surface 
mats, that can be simply laid on the surface. Please ask your trade supplier. During the initial period a very 
thin film of epoxy resin remains on the stone surface and intensifies the colour of the stone and protects it 
from dirt. This film disappears over the course of time due to weathering and abrasion.

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: can be walked on after 12 – 24 hours / can be driven on after 6 days

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density:  1,68 kg/dm3 | 0,97 oz/in3  1,43 kg/dm3 | 0,83 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  12,0 N/mm2 | 1.740 psi  7,9 N/mm2 | 1.145 psi
Compressive strength:  34,2 N/mm2 | 4.960 psi  16,6 N/mm2 | 2.408 psi
Static elasticity module:  8.000 N/mm2 | 1.160.302 psi  2.180 N/mm2 | 316.182 psi
Water permeability value: -  7,5 x 10-4 m/s | 106,2 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10% )*3

Storage life:  24 months, resin/hardener components: frostfree, filler components: dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone size 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"

Jo
in

t 
w

id
th 3 mm | 1/8" 0,7 | 0,14 1,4 | 0,29 1,4 | 0,29 1,7 | 0,35 2,6 | 0,53 4,9 | 1,00

5 mm | 3/16" 1,1 | 0,23 2,3 | 0,47 2,4 | 0,49 2,9 | 0,59 4,4 | 0,90 8,1 | 1,66

8 mm | 5/16" 1,8 | 0,37 3,6 | 0,74 3,8 | 0,78 4,6 | 0,94 7,0 | 1,43 13,0 | 2,66
Polygonal slabs approx. 4 - 6 | 0,8 - 1,23

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application

*1 without addition of water

*2 acc. to ROMEX® testing method

*3  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements and 
roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic (Germany); issue 1998



Renew your old paved stones without 
expensive digging up and new laying 
of stones!

Paved stone surfaces that have been laid 
without hard joints, become less visually 
attractive over time. Weeds grow in the 
joints, the stones lose their natural colour 
due to moss and dirt.

Joints need to be cleaned regularly 
and weeds pulled out.

You spend hours in the garden, to 
spring clean. But after a few weeks, 
the weeds come back.

This doesn’t have to be the case! Clean 
the paved stone surface, ideally with 
a high pressure cleaner, and then joint 
using ROMEX® paving jointing mortar. 
The surface looks like new again! You will 
see it and love it!

Out of OLD becomes NEW

Repair of old paved stone surfaces

28



Rather an end through work, than much work without end!

29
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• water emulsifiable

• can be applied at surface temperatures from 0 °C | 32 °F

•  can be applied during drizzle

•  no need to cover surface 
during drizzle

• quick re-opening to traffic

• for light to medium traffic loads

• for joint widths from 3 mm | 1/8"

• for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16"

• highly water permeable

• self-compacting

PROPERTIES

ROMPOX®- D1

2 component epoxy resin paving jointing mortar

The paving jointing mortar for slab surfaces

R P S

up to 7,5t

THE
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Pre-wet

Wash in

Sweep off

Mix

Spray off

Pour in

Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones. Ideally, “ROMEX® - TRASS 
BED - the frost resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information.
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" ( minimum joint width 3 mm | 1/8" ). The sur-
face to be joint-fixed should be cleaned of all impurities before work commences. Adjoining surfaces that 
are not to be joint-fixed are taped off.
Pre-wet: Pre-wet the surface. Porous surfaces as well as higher surface temperatures, require more intense 
pre-wetting.
Mixing: Open bucket, open the bottles that are inside and slowly pour the contents completely into the 
filler material component. Start mixing process. Do not add any more water! Total mixing time: at least 6 
minutes.
Application: Apply the mixed paving jointing mortar onto the well damp surface and work it carefully into 
the joints using a squeegee. In order to optimise the pourability of the paving jointing mortar, the mortar 
should be poured onto three or four areas of the surface to be jointed. If the mixed mortar is not used 
immediately for application, then the leftover material should be mixed through again in the bucket before 
use, in order to ensure optimum pourability. Now carefully spray off the paved stone surface using a fine 
water spray.
Final cleaning: After approx. 10 - 15 minutes the excess mortar on the surface of the stones can be swept 
off carefully with a large, coarse broom. Then use a soft, hair broom to do a final cleaning until all residual 
mortar has been removed from the surface. The correct moment for sweeping is when white smears no 
longer form on the stone surface during sweeping. Sweeping should be done diagonally to the joint. Do 
not re-use swept off material.
Subsequent treatment: Rain protection is not necessary in case of drizzle. In case of permanent or pouring 
rain, the freshly jointed surface needs to be protected against rain for the next 6 hours. The rain protection 
layer must not be laid directly onto the paved surface, this is to ensure sufficient air circulation. Safe rain 
protection is afforded by the specially developed ROMEX® protective surface mats, that can be simply laid 
onto the surface. Please ask your trade supplier. During the initial period a very thin film of epoxy resin 
remains on the stone surface and intensifies the colour of the stone and protects it from dirt. This film, 
however, disappears from the surface in open weather and through abrasion in the coming months. In case 
of uncertainty, a sample surface should be tested before the entire jointing is done.

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: after 6 hours / can be driven on after 24 hours

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density:  1,68 kg/dm3 | 0,97 oz/in3  1,43 kg/dm3 | 0,83 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  12,0 N/mm2 | 1.740 psi  7,9 N/mm2 | 1.146 psi
Compressive strength:  34,2 N/mm2 | 4.960 psi  16,6 N/mm2 | 2.408 psi
Static elasticity module:  8.000 N/mm2 | 1.160.302 psi  2.180 N/mm2 | 316.182 psi
Water permeability value: -  7,5 x 10-4 m/s | 106,2 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10% )*3

Storage life:  24 months, resin/hardener components: frostfree, filler components: dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone size 80 x 80 cm 
32" x 32"

60 x 60 cm 
24" x 24"

60 x 40 cm 
24" x 16"

40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

40 x 20 cm 
16" x 8"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"
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th 3 mm | 1/8" 0,30 | 0,06 0,43 | 0,09 0,53 | 0,11 0,63 | 0,13 0,94 | 0,19 1,24 | 0,25

5 mm | 3/16" 0,50 | 0,10 0,75 | 0,15 0,88 | 0,18 1,01 | 0,21 1,56 | 0,32 2,07 | 0,42

8 mm | 5/16" 0,60 | 0,12 1,00 | 0,20 1,41 | 0,29 1,80 | 0,37 2,50 | 0,51 3,60 | 0,74
Polygonal slabs approx. 4 - 6 | 0,8 - 1,23

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application

*1 without addition of water

*2 acc. to ROMEX® testing method

*3  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements and 
roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic (Germany); issue 1998



ROMEX®- recommends
ROMPOX®- D1 / ROMPOX®- D1

Polygonal slabs made of sandstone, limestone, granite, quar-
zite, gneiss or slate, also called broken slabs, have for years 
been the favourite materials for making surface coverings 
and are particularly suitable for making terraces and gar-
den pathways as well as directly next to the house. Ideally 
the slabs are laid into earth damp, drainage capable trass 
cement gravel / grit-bed ( i.e. ROMEX® - TRASS-BED ). The 
underside should be treated with an adhesion elutriant ( i.e. 
ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT ), to ensure optimum adhe-
sion with the foundation and avoid cracks in the joint area and 
loose slabs.

In the past, it was then usual for cement based jointing mass 
to be applied using a jointing tool and sponge, “on the knees”, 
which is a complex, costly and not very effective solution.

Cheaper, polygonal broken stone slabs often only have a slab 
strength of 1- 4 cm | 3/7" - 1 9/16" – if the bed is only 1/3 of the 
height of the stone, then the required 3 cm | 1 3/16" joint depth 
for synthetic resin paving jointing mortar is no longer given. If 
slabs are to be laid, that are below 4 cm | 1 9/16" strength, then 
there is only one way to ensure permanent laying: 1. a bonded 
bed – ideally water permeable, 2. for joint depths below 3 cm 
| 1 3/16", use our 2 component paving jointing mortar ROM-
POX®- D1/D1 PLUS – which guarantees very good joint adhe-
sion between stone surface and bed, with more flat joints.

Polygonal & crazy paving slabs
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ROMPOX®- D1 / ROMPOX®- D1

Since the end of 2013, large format tiles have had a revival 
and are being used more and more outdoors for patios. They 
provide a visually attractive picture for all patios.

The expert laying of these natural stone slabs and tiles are not 
without difficulties for laying companies. This type of slab is 
often only 2 - 3 cm | 6/7" - 1 3/16" thick and up to 80 cm | 32" long 
and even larger.

One possible solution, albeit with certain risks, is to carry out 
jointing using hydraulically bound, water impermeable joint-
ing mortar. But this is susceptible to small cracks which can 
cause further damage such as joint breakage / splitting off 
due to frost damage. 

Cement based paving jointing mortar outdoors cannot per-
manently prevent cracks. This kind of mortar cannot withstand 
temperature changes between - 20 to + 70 °C | - 4 to + 158 °F. In 
addition, cement bound paving jointing mortar always shrinks 
as it hardens, which leads to edge splitting in which water 
gathers and during frost leads to joint cracks and breakage, 
causing a domino effect for the entire surface. 

One solution offered to customers, is bonded laying of the 
tiles or natural stone slabs, into water permeable foundations 
and substructures as well as final jointing using a water perme-

able jointing material. 

ROMEX® solution.
As well as the drainage, which runs at the side of the house, 
and is manufactured according to usual water dispersing 
methods, ROMEX® - TRASS-BED should be laid according to 
laying guidelines. The mortar bed should be 3 - 5 cm | 1 3/16" - 
2" thick. Before the slabs are laid, the underside of the slabs 
should be treated with ROMEX® Adhesion elutriant.

Jointing with joint widths over 3 mm | 1/8":
It is recommended using ROMPOX® - D1  paving jointing 
mortar. Thanks to it's high strength, the mortar provides per-
manently filled joints even with joint depths of below  3 cm | 
1 3/16". If the joint depth is less than 3 cm | 1 3/16", then the joint 
width should be at least 5 mm | 3/16".

Jointing with joint widths less than 3 mm | 1/8":
ROMEX® - JOINT STRENGTHENER is recommended for this. 
The mixture for strengthening is made up of general quartz 
sand, which can be applied using two different methods, 
which can be differentiated by a gloss effect on the finished 
stone surface ( see page 40  ).

Porcelain stoneware

© Aldo Larcher GmbH 
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Case Study

140 m² | 1.507 sq ft of high quality ALTA quarzite slabs on the 
terrace of the weekend villa were jointed using approx. 168 kg 
| 371 lbs of ROMEX® paving jointing mortar. That is equal to a 
consumption of approx. 1,2 kg | 2,65 lbs per square metre!

Two landscapers needed two 8 hour days, so 16 working hours 
to joint 140 m² | 1.507 sq ft. Each square metre only needs an 
average of 7 minutes jointing time! 

Summary:
Not even 7 minutes and just a good kg per square metre! Thus 
leaving more time to appreciate the good results and more 
money in your pocket.

 QUICK 
 COST EFFECTIVE 
 VISUALLY ATTRACTIVE

Swedish star architect’s holiday home
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Six good reasons for buckets!

ROMEX®- products in buckets

Six good reasons for buckets!
1.  Handiness – mixing can hardly be more practical. You can 

mix the jointing mortar directly on site in the bucket. It is 
thus easier to distribute on the surface.

2.  Packaging – A further plus is the stability of the packaging. 
Ripped open paper bags are a thing of the past, as well as 
paper bags that have become damaged by moisture. Buck-
ets can also occasionally be left out in the rain.

3.  Re-using – After use, the bucket can still be used for what-
ever purpose you choose. Clean the bucket with water first.

4.  Avoid mixing mistakes – Everything you need is in front 
of you. A clean bucket for mixing, the sand, resin and hard-
ener as well as flow agent, which is already added to the 
sand. 

5.  Cleanliness – A clean container for mixing prevents, 
amongst other things, colour deviations, that may arise 
from using a dirty mixer. 

6.  Time saving – After using a mixer, it needs to be cleaned of 
all resins which may otherwise stick permanently. This time 
can be saved.

Time saving – open bucket, add resin and hardener, mix – 
ready to go!

No need to keep an extra mixing bucket on hand that always 
needs to be kept clean.

Try it – open bucket, pour in resin and hardener, mix – ready 
to go! 

These products are all available in practical buckets:

• ROMPOX®- DRAIN
• ROMPOX®- D1
• ROMPOX®- D1
• ROMPOX®- FLEX JOINT
• ROMPOX®- D2000
• ROMPOX®- D4000 HR

Look for this symbol
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• self-compacting

• water emulsifiable

• can be applied during drizzle

•  no need to cover surface 
during drizzle

•  can be applied from > 7 ºC | > 44,6 ºF 
surface temperature

• for light to medium traffic loads

• for unbonded construction methods

•  for joint widths from 5 mm | 3/16"

•  for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16" 
( in case of traffic loads 2/3 of height of stone )

• highly water permeable

PROPERTIES

2 component paving jointing mortar

The viscous elastic paving jointing mortar

ROMPOX®- FLEX JOINT

R P S

up to 7,5t

F O R M U

L
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* 
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M

PROVED  ***
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Sweep off

Wash in

Pre-wet

Mix

Fill

Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones.
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" ( in case of traffic loads 2/3 of stone 
height  ). ( Minimum joint width 5 mm | 3/16"  ). The surface to be joint-fixed should be cleaned of all impurities 
before work commences. Adjoining surfaces that are not to be joint-fixed are taped off.
Pre-wet: Pre-wet the surface. Porous surfaces as well as higher surface temperatures, require more intense 
pre-wetting.
Mixing: Open the bucket, open bottles within and pour the contents slowly and completely into the filler 
material component. Start the mixing process. DO NOT add water! Total mixing time: at least 6 minutes.
Application: Apply the mixed paving jointing mortar onto the well damp surface and work it carefully into 
the joints using a squeegee/rubber slider. In order to use the optimum flow capacity of the paving jointing 
mortar, it is poured onto 3 to 4 areas of the jointing area.
Final cleaning: After approx. 10 - 15 minutes ( at 20 °C | 68 °F surface temperature  ) the excess mortar on 
the surface of the stones can be swept off carefully with a large, coarse broom. Then use a soft, hair broom 
to do a final cleaning until all residual mortar has been removed from the surface. The correct moment for 
sweeping, is when white smears no longer form on the stone surface during sweeping. Sweeping should 
be done diagonally to the joint. Do not re-use swept off material.
Subsequent treatment: Rain protection is not necessary in case of drizzle. In case of permanent or heavy 
rain, the freshly jointed surface should be protected for 12 hours. The rain protection layer must not be laid 
directly onto the paved surface, this is to ensure sufficient air circulation. During the initial period a very thin 
film of epoxy resin remains on the stone surface and intensifies the colour of the stone and protects it from 
dirt. This film, however, disappears from the surface in open weather and through abrasion in the coming 
months. In case of doubt, please lay a sample surface before commencing entire jointing.

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 7 ºC | > 44,6 ºF
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: can be walked on after 24 hrs, fully load bearing after 7 days 

( at approx. 20 °C | 68 °F working temperature )

Technical data: Laboratory value*1

Tensile strain: 1/2 0,295 N/mm2 | 43 psi
Max. expansion ε: 9,26 %
Hard mortar raw density: 1,34 kg/dm³ | 0,77 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength*2: 1,2 N/mm² | 174 psi
Deflection at breaking load*2, *3: 12,6 mm | 1/2"
Water permeability value 16,29 x 10-5 m/s | 73,9 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10 % )*4

Storage life:  12 Months, resin/hardener components: frostfree, filler components: dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone sizev 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"
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8 mm | 5/16" 1,6 | 0,33 3,2 | 0,66 3,4 | 0,70 4,4 | 0,90 6,5 | 1,33 12,0 | 2,46
10 mm | 3/7" 2,0 | 0,41 4,0 | 0,82 4,3 | 0,88 5,6 | 1,15 8,0 | 1,64 15,0 | 3,07

Polygonal slabs approx. 4 - 6 | 0,8 - 1,23

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application

*1 without addition of water

*2  Tested in 3 point bending tensile test according to 
an DIN EN 1015-11, Abstand der Auflager: I = 100 mm | 4"

*3 in the middle of sample
*4  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements and 

roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic ( Germany ); issue 1998



ROMEX®- F&E: Developers improve ROMPOX®- FLEX-JOINT

ROMPOX®- FLEX JOINT

EUSKIRCHEN. Using an improved formula, our experts have 
significantly furthered the development of the viscous elas-
tic paving jointing mortar ROMPOX®- FLEX-JOINT. And the 
results are worth looking at: The maximum tensile elonga-
tion of originally 3,72 % has been almost tripled to 9,26 %. The 
deflection value has also been almost doubled – from 7,53 mm 
| 2/7" to 12,6 mm | 1/2". These values were tested and confirmed 
by the independent Materials Testing Institute Neuwied.

Managing Director Bert Meurer talks about the significance of 
the improved formula:

„The old paving stone saying of 'solid foundation, solid joint - 
unbonded foundation, unbonded joint' has become practically 
obsolete with this further development of ROMPOX®- FLEX-
JOINT and the much improved viscous elastic consistency 
with it's phenomenal elongation.“ Expansion cracks and break 
outs could thus be almost eliminated, even with unbonded 
paving stone construction. Meurer: „ROMPOX®- FLEX-JOINT 
‘2014‘ is an innovative mortar, with which there will be no more 
cracks thanks to the increased elasticity.“

After two years of research and development, the viscous 
elastic paving jointing mortar ROMPOX®- FLEX-JOINT was 
introduced to the market in the summer of 2013 and pre-

sented at the STONE+TEC exhibition in Nürnberg. Thanks to 
the mixture of flexible binding agents and granulates, a per-
manently viscous elastic paving jointing mortar is formed, that 
can be applied using the traditional washing in method. Prac-
ticality: The laying company can lay the paving stones cheaply 
in unbonded fashion ( i.e. gravel ), but doesn't have to forfeit 
the advantages of a solid joint. Up until recently this would 
not have been possible and has posed a big problem for the 
entire sector. „Those times are finally a thing of the past“, 
says Meurer. „Our development saves time and thus money.“ 
The price advantage of unbonded construction as compared 
to bonded ( i.e. Trass-Cement-Bed ) is, according to ROMEX® 
almost 50 %.

The product ROMPOX®- FLEX-JOINT is a 2 component paving 
jointing mortar that is suitable for surfaces with medium traffic 
loads and joint widths from five millimetres and joint depths 
from 30 mm | 1 3/16". The material can be used for bonded and 
unbonded construction. It is water permeable, self-compact-
ing and water emulsifiable. The „FLEX-JOINT“ also prevents 
all weed growth. 

No more joint cracks thanks to better elasticity
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There are no comparable products

Deflection at breaking load:

 12,6 mm | 1/2"
max. elongation ε:

 9,26 %
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For the strengthening of sand joints between natural and concrete stone paving stones and clinker surfaces, especially for protec-
tion against washing-out, wearing away and weed growth

PROPERTIES

• for joint widths from 1 mm | 1/16"

• especially for coated concrete stone slabs

•  can be applied from > 7 °C | > 44,6 °F 
surface temperature

• for pedestrian traffic loads

• water permeable

•  can also be used with unbonded 
construction methods

• repairs cracks in paved stone joints

For the strengthening of sand joints
1 component special liquid

ROMEX®- JOINT STRENGTHENER

R P S

for pedestrian Water permeableNo weed growth
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PROVED  ***
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Pre-distribute

Application WITH 
colour enhancement

Clean off

Final cleaning

Application WITHOUT 
colour enhancement

Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones. Ideally, “ROMEX® - TRASS 
BED - the frost resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information.
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16". The surface should be cleaned of all kinds 
of dirt before strengthening. Any adjoining surfaces that are not to be strengthened should be taped off.
Pre-distribute: Fill joints with dry filler material ( quartz sand or crushed sand/gravel mixture with grainsize 
grading curve 0,3 - 1,2mm | 1/32" ) then sweep off so that the stone surface is free of any sand residue.
Application WITH colour enhancement: Apply the undiluted ROMEX® - JOINT STRENGTHENER directly 
from the bottle with spray cap, spray machine ( i.e. tree or garden sprayer ) or watering can until the 30 mm 
| 1 3/16" deep joint is saturated.
Clean off: Remove any residue immediately with a double lip rubber squeegee. Any residue ( i.e. in stone 
hollows ) should be removed immediately using a wet sponge or towel. During the initial period, a very fine 
synthetic resin film remains on the stone surface which intensifies the colour of the stones and protects 
against dirt. This film disappears over the course of time due to weathering and abrasion. In case of doubt 
always lay a sample surface before doing the entire jointing. This applies especially to coated concrete 
stones / sensitive types of stone!
Application WITHOUT colour enhancement: Apply the undiluted ROMEX® - JOINT STRENGTHENER 
directly from the bottle with spray cap until the 30 mm | 1 3/16" deep joint is saturated and only onto the 
joint. Any residue which may have got onto the stone surface should be removed immediately using a wet 
sponge or towel.
Subsequent treatment: Protect the freshly strengthened surface against rain for at least 48 hours. The rain 
protection should not be laid directly onto the surface, in order to allow air circulation.
Important instructions: In case of movement of the laid stones, which often happens with unbonded con-
struction methods, the foundation bed may settle causing cracks in the joints. If a crack has appeared in the 
joint, this visual defect can be removed by adding new sand and reapplying ROMEX® - JOINT STRENGTH-
ENER. If the surface is porous or there are higher surface temperatures, consumption increases ( this applies 
only to „Application WITH colour enhancement“ ). When working with coated concrete stone slabs / sensi-
tive types of stone and/or when no colour enhancement of the stone surface is required, then only apply to 
the joints ( no pre-wetting required ) and check „Application WITHOUT colour enhancement“! 

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 7 °C | > 44,6 °F
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: can be walked on after 48 hours / final re-opening after 6 days

Storage life:  12 months, frostfree ( protect container against direct sunlight )

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone size 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"
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1/8"
0,1 - 0,2 

0,02 - 0,04
0,2 - 0,4 

0,04 - 0,08
0,25 - 0,5 
0,05 - 0,10

0,3 - 0,6 
0,06 - 0,12

0,4 - 0,8 
0,08 - 0,16

0,8 - 1,6 
0,16 - 0,33

Note: Porous surfaces and higher surface temperatures increase consumption.

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application



NEW

ROMEX®- JOINT STRENGTHENER
Sales promotion at the point of sale

42

Arouse attention and 
ensure additional sales at

“POINT OF SALE“

ROMEX®- 
JOINT STRENGTHENER

ON YOUR SALES COUNTER
Available immediately as a customer friendly counter display.

 Contents: 12  x 1 litre | 12  x  0,3 gal  

NOW AVAILABLE AS REPRESENTATIVE 
¼ - CHEP-STAND UP DISPLAY!
Measurements:  62 x 41 x 140 cm ( W x D x H ) 

24 13/16" x 16 7/16" x 56" ( W x D x H )

Contents:  36 x 1 litre + 6 x 5 litre = 66 litres 
36 x 0,3 gal + 6 x 1,3 gal = 17,4 gal
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dried and dust free grit and gravel ( grainsize from 5/8 to 32/56 mm  |  3/16" - 5/16" to 1 1/4" - 2 1/4" ).*1

• colourfast

• UV and water resistant

• suitable for do-it-yourself

• strengthens gravel and grit ( also suitable for white stones )

• can be applied from > 7 ºC | > 44,6 ºF surface temperature

• for pedestrian loads

•  for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16"

• highly water permeable

• frost and de-icing salt resistant

• odour free

PROPERTIES

1 component special synthetic resin for washed

The decorative grit and gravel hardener

ROMPOX®- DEKO for 
pedestrian
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Wash  
( dirty grit/gravel )

Mix

Pre-distribute

Level off

Smooth with 
smoothing trowel

Construction site requirements: Superstructure and substructure must be water permeable. The subsur-
face should be built according to the expected traffic loads. Future loads must not result in any settling of 
the surface.
Preparation: The surface to be strengthened should be prepared with a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16", the 
subsurface should be firm. Adjoining surfaces that are not to be strengthened are taped off. Dusty, dirty 
gravel/grit should be washed and fully dried. ( If moisture/damp are present then there may be a reduction 
in strength! )
Mixing: 50 kg | 110,2 lbs ( 2 x 25 kg | 2 x 55,1 lbs ) of clean and dry gravel / grit are put into the concrete or 
gravity mixer and the mixing process is started. Add the 1 kg | 2,2 lbs component slowly and completely 
whilst mixing. Total mixing time at least 5 minutes.
Application: Pour the mixture onto the prepared surface, if necessary pre-distribute using a shovel and 
then use a levelling batten ( use a gauge ) to create at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" of layer thickness and an even 
height. Compact the mixture using a light vibratory plate or a smoothing trowel and make the surface 
smooth. Good compacting is vital, to ensure the longevity of the end product!
Subsequent treatment: The freshly strengthened surface should be protected against rain for 24 hours. 
The rain protection should not be laid directly onto the surface so as to allow air to circulate. 
Important instruction: In case of doubt, before entire work is carried out, lay a sample surface. Washed 
gravel /grit ( grainsize from 5/8 to 32/56 mm | 3/16" - 5/16" to 1 1/4" - 2 1/4" ) must be fully dried, if moisture/damp 
are present then there may be a reduction in strength. Suppliers of suitable, ready washed and dried 
grit / gravel are available from your ROMEX® - Team. 
PROFESSIONAL TIP: Surfaces subjected to heavy loads ( i.e. treepits/grates in public areas )should be 
laid using a surface depth of at least 5 cm | 2". Immediately after the surface has hardened,the ROMPOX®-
DEKO-binding agent that has been used, is applied undiluted to the stone surface as a sealant, using a 
brush or fur roller. This results in an even better surface strength. Requirements for the sealing are approx. 
200 - 300 ml / m2 | 0,05 - 0,08 gal/sq ft.

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 7 °C | > 44,6 °F ( max. + 25 °C | + 77 °F )
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: can be walked on after 24 hours / full re-opening after 6 days

Technical data:*2 Building site value

Hard mortar raw density:  1,65 kg/dm3 | 0,95 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  1,75 N/mm2 | 254 psi
Compressive strength:  6,3 N/mm2 | 914 psi
Water permeability value: high*3

Storage life:   12 months, frostfree and dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculations: Surface depth Ø 30 mm | 1 3/16"

For each 1 m² of surface that is to be laid, the following is required:

➝ 1 kg | 2,2 lbs special resin ROMPOX® - DEKO 
➝  + 50 kg | 110,2 lbs ( 2 bags à 25 kg | 55,1 lbs ) grit / gravel 

( grainsize from approx. 5/8 to 32/56 mm | 3/16"- 5/16" to 1 1/4"- 2 1/4" )*1

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application

*1  Delivery without grit / gravel. This can be supplied on 
the part of the contractor i.e. from construction material supplier.

*2  Values apply to the use of ROMEX® reference gravel 
with grainsize 3/5 mm | 1/8" - 3/16"

*3  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements 
and roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic ( Germany ); issue 
1998



The decorative grit and gravel hardener

ROMPOX®- DEKO

ROMPOX®- DEKO is a binding agent used to strengthen gen-
eral purpose, washed, dried and dustfree gravel and grit 
( grain size at least approx. 5/8 | 3/16" to 5/16" up to max. approx. 
32/56 mm | 1 1/4" to 2 1/4" ) indoors and outdoors.

1. Preparation: Cleaning and drying
Gravel/grit bought from building material suppliers or DIY 
stores is not always clean and dry, so it is important, to manu-
ally clean and dry it before using ROMPOX®- DEKO. Here two 
possible examples:

a. ) Cleaning in concrete mixer
Pour gravel or grit ( 2 x 25 kg | 2 x 55,1 lbs for a 1 kg | 2,2 lbs tin of 
ROMPOX®- DEKO ) into a concrete mixer, add sufficient clean 

water and mix well for at least 1 minute. After mixing, carefully 
pour the dirty water from the cement mixer. Repeat the pro-
cess until the water is nearly clear and the gravel/grit is clean. 
Pour the washed gravel in a thin layer onto a carpet/fleece or 
mat and leave to dry completely ( ideally under direct sunlight ).
FINISHED!

b. ) Cleaning in mortar tub
Alternatively, use a clean mortar tub filled with clean water and 
using a metal basket or similar filled with the gravel/grit, sub-
merge the basket in the mortar tub repeatedly until the gravel/
grit is clean. Then dry the gravel/grit as described above.

Important instructions

a.)

b.)
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2. Opening and emptying the tin:
The most important thing after cleaning and drying of the 
gravel/grit, is the adding of the entire contents of the 1 kg 
| 2,2 lbs tin of ROMPOX®- DEKO. Keeping the tin stored in a 
warm place before use eases emptying of the tin, as the con-
tents are then smoother. Storing the tin in a cool location 
makes it harder to empty as the contents are then stiffer. In 
this case, take extra care to ensure that the tin is completely 
empty.

Always remember: The more tin contents that are poured out 
and used, the better the mixture and end result will be - so 
please take note of the following suggestions:

Open the tin using a screwdriver or pointed tool. Then make a 
hole in the edge of the tin, to allow the contents to flow better.

Allow the entire contents of the tin to pour out completely and 
stand the tin upside down for at least 3 minutes in the mixture.

The last drops on the edge of the tin should be carefully 
added to the mixture using a wooden tool. Then begin the 
mixing process, which lasts at least 5 minutes and follow the 
application instructions.
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 A result that convinces !

ROMEX®- Referenzen
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ROMEX® - SYSTEMS 
for public surfaces !

Pavements, roads, shopping streets, 
market squares – strong systems 
able to withstand innercity loads 
and offer hiqh quality and visually 
attractive solutions thanks to frost 
and de-icing salt resistance.
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• water emulsifiable

• high strength

• can be applied during drizzle

• no need to cover surface during drizzle

• quick re-opening to traffic

• can be applied from > 0 ºC | > 32 ºF surface temperature

• for medium to heavy traffic loads

•  for joint widths from 5 mm | 3/16"

•  for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16" 
( with traffic loads 2/3 height of stone )

• slightly water permeable

• self-compacting

PROPERTIES

2 component epoxy resin paving jointing mortar

The modern paving jointing mortar

ROMPOX®- D2000

R P S

completely 
frost resistant

for medium to heavy 
traffic loads

slightly water 
permeable
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Pre-wet

Mix

Spray offv

Final cleaning

Sweep off

Wash in

Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones. Ideally, “ROMEX® - TRASS 
BED - the frost resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information.
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" ( with traffic loads 2/3 of stone height  ) 
( minimum joint width 5 mm | 3/16"  ). The surface to be joint-fixed should be cleaned of all impurities before 
work commences. Adjoining surfaces that are not to be joint-fixed are taped off. Pre-wet: Pre-wet the sur-
face. Porous surfaces as well as higher surface temperatures, require more intense pre-wetting.
Mixing: Pour the 25 kg | 55,1 lbs filler components completely into the mixer and start the mixing process. 
Whilst mixing, slowly add the separately packaged 2,5  kg | 5,5 lbs resin / hardener components ( 2 plastic 
bottles stuck to each other  ) completely into the mixture. After mixing for 3 minutes add approx. 3 litres | 
0,8  gal of water and continue mixing well for at least 3 minutes. 
Application: Apply the mixed paving jointing mortar onto the well damp surface and work it carefully into 
the joints using a squeegee/rubber slider. In order to use the flow capability of the paving jointing mortar, 
it should be poured onto three or four areas of the jointing area.
Final cleaning: After approx. 10 minutes ( at 20 °C | 68 °F surface temperature ) the excess mortar on the 
surface of the stones can be swept off carefully with a large, coarse broom.Then use a soft, hair broom to 
do a final cleaning until all residual mortar has been removed from the surface. The correct moment for 
sweeping, is when white smears no longer form on the stone surface during sweeping. Sweeping should 
be done diagonally to the joint. Do not re-use swept off material. Now thoroughly spray the paved surface 
with a fine water spray ( distance of spray nozzle to stone surface approx. 25 - 30 cm | 9 3/42" - 12" ) and then 
sweep again with a wet hair broom 
Subsequent treatment: Rain protection is not necessary with drizzle. In case of permanent or heavy rain, 
protect the freshly jointed surface for 6 hours against rain. Do not put the rain protection directly onto the 
surface, to ensure air circulation. During the initial period a very thin film of epoxy resin remains on the 
stone surface and intensifies the colour of the stone and protects it from dirt. This film, however, disappears 
from the surface in open weather and through abrasion in the coming months. In case of doubt, please lay 
a sample surface before jointing is done. 

Application data:

Application time: approx. 20 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F ( max.≤ + 25 °C | ≤ 77 °F )
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: can be walked on after 6 hours and driven on after 24 hours 

(at approx. 20 °C | 68 °F surface temperature)

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density:  1,76 kg/dm3 | 1,02 oz/in3  1,65 kg/dm3 | 0,95 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  15,4 N/mm2 | 2.234 psi  9,0 N/mm2 | 1.305 psi
Compressive strength:  51,9 N/mm2 | 7.528 psi  24,2 N/mm2 | 3.510 psi
Static elasticity module:  11.200 N/mm2 | 1.624.421 psi  2.390 N/mm2 | 346.640 psi
Water permeability value: -  9,06 x 10-6 m/s | 1,4 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10% )

Storage life:  12 Months, resin/hardener components: frostfree, filler components: dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone size 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"

Jo
in

t 
w

id
th 5 mm | 3/16" 1,25 | 0,26 2,5 | 0,51 2,6 | 0,53 3,5 | 0,72 5,0 | 1,02 9,4 | 1,93

8 mm | 5/16" 2,0 | 0,41 4,0 | 0,82 4,2 | 0,86 5,5 | 1,13 8,0 | 1,64 15,0 | 3,07

10 mm | 3/7" 2,5 | 0,51 5,0 | 1,02 5,3 | 1,09 7,0 | 1,43 10,0 | 2,05 18,8 | 3,85
Polygonal slabs approx. 4 - 6 | 0,8 - 1,23

Application

Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

INFO

*1 without addition of water *2 acc. to ROMEX® testing method



Leaflet for synthetic resin jointing of large format slabs

Side view: large format slabs

1.  Bed and base course must be constructed so that settling 
and movement of the slabs are avoided 100 %.

2.  The joint must be at least 5 mm | 3/16" wide at it’s narrow-
est point ( even between movement protection / produc-
tion distancers ), otherwise the paving jointing mortar 
ROMPOX® - D2000 can’t fill up to the full stone height 

3.  If the total depth to be jointed is more than 5 cm | 2", then 
a joint width of at least 8 mm | 5/16" must be constructed, so 
that the synthetic resin paving jointing mortar can be prop-
erly worked in to the full joint height. 

4.  A minimum joint depth for the synthetic resin jointing mortar 
of 2/3 of the height of the laid slab should be adhered to, so 
that the slab can be filled with unbonded bedding material 
in the lower third of the bed, in order to avoid movement 
during laying and/or compacting. The unbonded jointing 
material is applied dry into the joint up to the determined 
filling level. Then wash in using some water. The unbonded 
jointing material must not be distributed onto the slab and 
washed in – de-mixing of the particle-size distribution curve 
and grain structure would be the result. 

5.  This results in the following consumption for a joint width of 
8 mm | 5/16" and a joint depth of 80 mm | 3 1/8" for the product 
ROMPOX® - D2000, colour neutral: 

 1. 40 x 40 cm slabs = approx. 5,18 kg/m2 
  16" x 16" slabs = approx. 1,06 lb/sq ft

 2. 60 x 60 cm slabs = approx. 3,48 kg/m2 
  24" x 24" slabs = approx. 0,71 lb/sq ft

 3.  80 x 60 cm slabs = approx. 3,07 kg/m2 
  32" x 24" slabs = approx. 0,63 lb/sq ft

 4. 120 x 60 cm slabs = approx. 2,62 kg/m2 
  48" x 24" slabs = approx. 0,54 lb/sq ft

6.  At this point, we would like to point out again, what result 
can be expected with the ROMEX® jointing material 
ROMPOX®- D2000:

  The ROMPOX®- D2000 system is able to absorb all occur-
ring horizontal forces without damage.

  All vertical occurring forces will be absorbed by the super-
structure and subsurface, which must be constructed abso-
lutely settle free and with 180 MN/m2 | 26.107 psi in the bed. 
Fine hairline cracks can be expected, in areas in which set-
tling of the paved stone surface takes place. Furthermore, 
if movement/expansion joints are not made ( just move-

Repairs using ROMPOX®- D2000
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ment joints in the subsurface and superstructure must be 
absorbed up to the joint ) in some cases, hairline cracks may 
appear, which have no negative effects on the frost resist-
ance of our paved stone joint ROMPOX®- D2000 and on the 
longterm durability of the entire system.

  Our frost resistant jointing system ROMPOX®- D2000, is 
fully capable of bearing loads of standing, flooding salt and 
sweet water and to protect the joint from washing out. The 
system is resistant to street sweepers and prevents weed 
growth in the joints. 

  As opposed to most hydraulically bonded paving jointing 
mortars, which for the most part only allow re-opening 
to traffic after 28 days, the paving jointing mortar ROM-
POX®- D2000 allows re-opening to traffic after just 24 hours.

  Please take note of our brochure „We can expect a lot“ at 
www.romex-pfm.de
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• high strength

• suitable for repairing broken cement surfaces

• can be applied during drizzle

• no need to cover surface during drizzle

• quick re-opening to traffic

• can be applied to ground temperatures of > 0 °C | > 32 °F

• for medium to heavy traffic loads

•  for joint crack widths from 3 mm | 1/8"

•  for joint crack depths from 10 mm | 3/7"

• slightly water permeable

• self compacting

• water emulsifiable

PROPERTIES

2 component epoxy resin paved stone jointing elutriant

ROMPOX®- D3000
Paved stone jointing elutriant for repairs

R P S

completely 
frost resistant

for medium to heavy 
traffic loads

slightly 
water permeable
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Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones. Ideally, “ROMEX® - TRASS 
BED - the frost resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information.
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 10 mm | 3/7" ( minimum joint width 3 mm | 1/8" ). The surface 
to be joint-fixed should be cleaned of all impurities before work commences. Adjoining surfaces that are 
not to be joint-fixed are taped off. In case of porous surfaces and especially when repairing cement joints, 
it is recommended to carry out priming first – your ROMEX® -Team will be happy to advise.
Pre-wet: Pre-wet the surface well. Porous surfaces as well as higher surface temperatures, require more 
intense pre-wetting.
Mixing: Pour the 25 kg | 55,1 lbs filler material component completely into the mixer and start the mixing 
process. While the mixer is running, pour the separately supplied 2,5 kg | 5,5 lbs resin / hardener compo-
nent slowly and completely in. After 3 minutes of mixing time add 3 litres | 0,8 gal of water and mix again 
for at least 3 minutes. 
Application: Apply the mixed paving jointing mortar onto the well damp surface and work it carefully into 
the joints using a squeegee/rubber slider. In order to improve pourability of the paving jointing mortar, 
pour the mortar onto three or four areas of the area to be jointed. 
Final cleaning: After approx. 10 minutes sweep the stone surface carefully with a large, coarse broom. 
Then use a soft, hair broom to do a final cleaning until all residual mortar has been removed from the sur-
face. The correct moment for sweeping, is when white smears no longer form on the stone surface during 
sweeping. Sweeping should be done diagonally to the joint. Do not re-use swept off material. Use a fine 
water spray to spray off the surface thoroughly and then sweep once more with a wet hair broom. 
Subsequent treatment: No subsequent treatment necessary. During the initial period a very thin film 
of epoxy resin remains on the stone surface and intensifies the colour of the stone and protects it from 
dirt. This film, however, disappears from the surface in open weather and through abrasion in the coming 
months. 
Important instruction: In case of doubt, please lay a sample surface before jointing the entire surface. 
ROMPOX®- D3000 should only be used on surfaces where the superstructure as well as the foundation 
have completely settled and are immobile. If this is not the case, then joint breakouts and damage can 
result. 

Application data:

Application time: approx. 10 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F ( max.≤ + 25 °C | ≤ 77 °F )
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: after 6 hours / driven on after 24 hours

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density:  1,68 kg/dm3 | 0,97 oz/in3  1,63 kg/dm3 | 0,94 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  12,2 N/mm2 | 1.770 psi  11,1 N/mm2 | 1.610 psi
Compressive strength:  34,5 N/mm2 | 5.004 psi  26,2 N/mm2 | 3.800 psi
Static elasticity module:  7.800 N/mm2 | 1.131.294 psi  4.300 N/mm2 | 623.662 psi
Water permeability value: -  1,0 x 10-8 m/s | 106,2 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10% )

Storage life:  12 Months, resin/hardener components: frostfree, filler components: dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 10 mm | 3/7"

Stone size 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"

Jo
in

t 
w

id
th

5 mm | 3/16" 0,3 | 0,06 0,5 | 0,10 0,5 | 0,10 0,7 | 0,14 0,9 | 0,18 1,8 | 0,37
10 mm | 3/7" 0,5 | 0,10 0,8 | 0,16 0,9 | 0,18 1,1 | 0,23 1,6 | 0,33 2,9 | 0,59

Polygonal slabs approx. 4 - 6 | 0,8 - 1,23

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application

Pre-wet

Mix

… and sweeping

Final wetting …

Final cleaning

Wash in

*1 without addition of water *2 acc. to ROMEX® testing method



Repair of broken cement and old joints

Repairs with ROMPOX®- D3000/D2000

The most commonly planned regulation construction methods 
are carried out as unbonded or open construction methods 
according to DIN 18318.

Due to ever increasing traffic loads, delivery traffic, weekend 
and christmas markets, extreme weather effects and the effect 
of paved stone cleaning using vacuum sweeping machines, 
the joints disappear and erosion of the entire paved stone 
surface commences. Each period of frost causes hydraulically 
bound joints to have weak areas which crack and break out. 
Longterm the result is empty joints, dislodged paving stones 
and a damaged surface. A major problem in this, is that the 
surface becomes dangerous to walk on and the risk of acci-
dents for residents and tourists increases.

This means that maintenance and repair costs for towns and 
communities are significant.

Until now, the possibilities for repairing old paved stone sur-
faces were limited. Depending on use and degree of damage 
on the paved stone surface, usually the only way was a cost 
intensive new laying of the surface.

Communities are often faced with maintenance work that is 
almost impossible to manage on yearly budgets of just 30 - 70 
cents per m² and year. Another potential problem, is the liabil-
ity that communities may face in case of accidents caused by 
non-jointed and unsafe paved stone surfaces. In addition the 
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surfaces are affected by the intense loads of delivery vehicles 
and sweeping machines, a situation which was never taken 
into consideration at the time of planning these surfaces.

As soon as weak areas have formed, action needs to be taken 
quickly because shear forces create a „domino effect“ which 
destroys adjoining, still intact paved stones. Damaged joints 
must be repaired as quickly as possible.

Old joints can be repaired without taking up and re-laying the 
existing paving stones, if the paved stone surface is still suit-
able for walking and driving on, if the contractor is satisfied 
with the current state of the surface and the purpose of the 
repairs is to stabilise the paving stones.

Are the existing superstructure and substructure's suitable 
for repair?

„Fixed substructure – fixed superstructure“ is a basic principle 
for jointing. Many years of practical experience have shown, 
that surfaces constructed in an unbonded way, that have been 
subjected to loads for at least four years, have finished with all 
settling processes. ROMEX® systems can be used on founda-
tions made of sand, gravel or other filler materials. It is impor-
tant that a ) permanent loads existed which contributed to the 
settling process, b ) there will be no change in the degree of 
loads expected on the surface and c ) the entire setup was laid 
in a frost resistant manner.

In case of doubt regarding settling of the surface, a test surface 
should be laid. In order to get results that are reliable, choose 
an area of the surface that is subjected to high shear forces. A 
surface area of 100 - 200 m² | 1076,39 - 2152,78 sqft is usually suf-
ficient. If the repaired surface remains intact over a period of at 
least 6 months, then work with ROMEX® systems can be carried 
out. If the joint doesn't hold and cracks and breakages appear, 
then ROMEX® would recommend against carrying out repairs.

Are the paving stones suitable for jointing?

In general, it is possible to joint all paving stone and slab joints 
that have joint widths of at least 3 mm | 1/8" with ROMEX® sys-
tems.

Jointing will only close the joint, any unneveness in the surface 
will be not rectified. If the contractor is not happy with the 
existing state of the paved stone surface, then this needs to 
be re-laid until the surface is as desired.

The paved stone and slab surface needs to have been laying 
for at least two years and show that the superstructure and 
substructure have completely settled. If settling or move-
ments of the surface are to be expected, then jointing using 
ROMEX® paving jointing mortars is not recommended. If 
there is no information available regarding the foundation of 
the paved stone surface, then it is recommended laying a test 
surface in an area of the surface that is highly trafficked and 
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Repair of old paving stones

to observe it over a period of six months ( whereby this time 
period should include a frost period ). If during this test phase 
cracks and breakages appear on the sample surface, then it is 
recommended not carrying out repairs

What needs to be heeded with regard to movement joints?
Existing expansion joints, laid during construction of the 
superstructure and substructure, should be incorporated into 
the joint fixing.

What needs to be heeded during cleaning of the joints and 
preparation?

When repairing existing paved stone joints, preparation con-
sists of using a high pressure water jet or air pressure to achieve 
the required 30 mm | 1 3/16" joint depth ( highly load bearing 
areas, at least 2/3 of the height of the stone ). There is special-
ist equipment for removing old joints quickly, evenly and with-
out spraying, your ROMEX®- Team is happy to advise you. After 
the joints have been blown clean, any litter, stone or cement 
residue that has got stuck, is removed by hand. Furthermore, 
the stones to be jointed should be free of all soiling such as 
oils, grease and paint. Any left over weeds or roots need to be 
removed completely with tools or with flame/gas burners.

In case individual paving stones wobble when walked on, then 

this means the joints have been cleared out too deeply. The 
paving stones need to be completely fixed or full joint bonded 
before jointing is carried out. Alternatively, the stone can be 
laid into a synthetic resin bed ( wait 24 hrs until jointing ) or 
cement foundation ( wait 28 days until jointing ). If the stone 
is not stabilised, this can lead to edge cracking, which in turn 
leads to further damage.

Repair of joints  
From 5 mm | 3/16" width and 30 mm | 1 3/16" depth using 
ROMPOX®- D2000

The width of the joint must be at least 5 mm | 3/16", the depth at 
least 30 mm | 1 3/16". In case of traffic loads, the joint must be at 
least 2/3 of the height of the stone. In general, the deeper the 
jointing mortar is laid, the more stable the entire construction 
will be.

Please take note of the product data regarding application 
and technical properties.

Repair of damaged cement and old joints
Pavement fixing elutriant ROMPOX®- D3000 for repairs is 
suitable for the repair of joint cracks from 3 mm | 1/8" wide 
and 10 mm | 3/7" deep.
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Using ROMPOX®- D3000 old cement joints can be re-worked 
and repaired. It can also be used to repair the narrowest joints 
and cracks in paved stone surfaces and with paving stones. 
The width of the joints must be at least 3 mm | 1/8", the depth 
at least 10 mm | 3/7". The requirement for permanent longevity 
of the system, is a superstructure and substructure that has 
completely settled. 

Please take note of the product data regarding application 
and technical properties.

What guarantee does ROMEX® give for the repair of old 
paving stones?

For the systems ROMPOX®- D2000 and ROMPOX®- D3000, 
ROMEX® will guarantee the longevity for five years, as long 
as the repairs were carried out according to ROMEX® con-
struction regulations and a sample surface was laid before-
hand which survived at least one winter without damage. Fine 
expansion cracks in the joint or on the edges of the stones 
can always occur but this has no negative effects on the usage 
properties and frost resistance of the surface.
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Repair of old paved stones on public and historic surfaces

Repair of old paved stones

Cleaning of old paved stone surfaces 
presents towns with an almost 
unsolvable problem.
Due to heavy traffic loads, extreme 
weathering effects and cleaning of the 
paved stones using street sweepers, the 
jointing material disappears and ero-
sion of the whole paved stone surface 
increases. Ensuing costs for the mainte-
nance and repair of these surfaces can 
become very high for towns and com-
munities.

Another problem is the risk of accidents 
for pedestrians on damaged surfaces. 
Lack of stability in the joints, causes 
paved stones to dislodge and destroys 
the visual aspect of the whole surface. 
The building authorities are obligated to 
take matters into hand.

Over the years, each paved stone and 
slab surface becomes less attractive if 
regular cleaning and repair work is not 
carried out.

•  Grass and moss grow out 
of the sand joints

•  Cement joints wear out 
due to weathering

•  Joints crack and break out 
due to frost effects

•  Risk of accidents due to tripping 
on broken joints increases

Cost factor – 
cleaning with street sweepers: 
...  after the first cleaning of the 

surface, the joints are brushed 
out up to 2 cm | 13/16"

...  after the second cleaning, 
it is almost 3,5 cm | 1 3/8"

If the surface is cleaned regularly, the 
joints will need to be refilled approx. 
every two months. Re-filling costs are 
between 0,40 and 1 € per square metre, 
calculated yearly that comes to between 
2,40 and 6 € – an expensive endeavour.
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of public and historic surfaces

New design 

… one thousand years and not aged at all. “But it has“, 
thought the town fathers and decided that nearly 3000 m² | 
32292 sqft of the old streets and squares, which give the town 
it’s character, needed updating. ROMEX® was able to take on 
this challenge!

The task: The requirements of the architect’s office and con-
tractor, the town of Soest, were that the square in front of 
the town hall as well as the roads leading to it, should receive 
a new, almost 3000 m² | 32292 sqft paved stone surface, with 
bonded construction, which would fit into the town architec-
ture visually and qualitatively.

ROMEX®- solution: laying of paving stones in an accordingly 
dimensioned base course made of drainage asphalt and pav-
ing bed made of trass cement / sand mixture, then jointing 
up to 2/3 of the stone height ( at least 5 cm | 2" joint depth ) 
using the modern synthetic resin paving jointing mortar ROM-
POX®- D2000, colour neutral. The jointing quality was ensured 
by continuous site instruction and ROMEX® chief technical 
supervision.

Hansestadt Soest - …
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Is jointing with synthetic resin paving jointing mortar 
more expensive than cement jointing 

Synthetic resin paving jointing mortar

If you look at the total price, then the answer is: NO!

The material costs of synthetic resin bound systems are higher 
than those that use cement. These somewhat higher costs are 
evened out compared to thelower ratio of material costs per 
square metre. The amount of synthetic resin paving jointing 
mortar required for a surface is only one third to one quar-
terof the amount of cement needed for the same surface. In 
addition, the labour costs also need to be taken into account. 
When jointing using synthetic resin paving jointing mortars, it 

takes just one third of the time compared to cement jointing. 
Considering the hourly wage in the construction industry of 
22 € per hour, the labour costs can be cut significantly.

Summary: Jointing using synthetic resin based paving join-
ting mortar is not more expensive than cement jointing!
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Material price /kg
Material price /lbs

+
material consumption /m2

material consumption /sq ft
+

application time /m2

application time /sq ft
=

total costs /m2

total costs /sq ft

ROMEX®    |    Cement

Without joint filling
Accident risk for pedestrians due to broken joints

compromise ROMEX® | Cement
Jointing using synthetic resin based paving jointing mortar 

is not more expensive than cement jointing



Worldwide, numerous towns have succesfully 
carried out repairs with ROMEX®.

References that speak for themselves
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PROPERTIES

• slightly water permeable

• high strength

• can be applied from > 0 ºC | 32 ºF surface temperature

• quick re-opening to traffic

• for heaviest traffic loads

•  for joint widths from 8 mm | 5/16"

•  for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16" 
( with traffic loads 2/3 height of stone )

high strength 2 component epoxy resin paving jointing mortar

The hardest paving jointing mortar

ROMPOX®- TRAFFIC V2 completely 
frost resistant

slightly 
water permeable

for heaviest 
traffic loads
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Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones. Ideally, “ROMEX® - TRASS 
BED - the frost resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information 
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" ( with traffic loads 2/3 of stone height  ) 
( minimum joint width 8 mm | 5/16" ). The surface to be joint-fixed should be cleaned of all impurities before 
work commences. Adjoining surfaces that are not to be joint-fixed are taped off. 
Mixing: Pour the 25 kg | 55,1 lbs filler components completely into the mixer and start the mixing process. 
Whilst mixing, slowly add the separately packaged 3,0 kg | 6,6 lbs resin / hardener components ( 2 plastic 
bottles stuck to each other  ) completely into the mixture. After mixing for 3 minutes add approx. 3 litres |  
0,8 gal of water and continue mixing well for at least 3 minutes. 
Application: Apply the mixed paving jointing mortar onto the well damp surface and work it carefully into 
the joints using a squeegee/rubber slider. In order to use the flow capability of the paving jointing mortar, 
it should be poured onto three or four areas of the jointing area. 
Final cleaning: After approx. 10 – 15 minutes the excess mortar on the surface of the stones can be swept 
off carefully with a large, coarse broom. Then use a soft, hair broom to do a final cleaning until all residual 
mortar has been removed from the surface. The correct moment for sweeping, is when white smears no 
longer form on the stone surface during sweeping. Sweeping should be done diagonally to the joint. Do 
not re-use swept off material. 
Subsequent treatment: In case of permanent or heavy rain, protect the freshly jointed surface for 12 - 24 
hours against rain. Do not put the rain protection directly onto the surface, to ensure air circulation. During 
the initial period a very thin film of epoxy resin remains on the stone surface and intensifies the colour of 
the stone and protects it from dirt. This film, however, disappears from the surface in open weather and 
through abrasion in the coming months. In case of doubt, please lay a sample surface before jointing is 
done.

Application data:

Application time: 15 - 20 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: after 12 - 24 hours / driven on after 3 days

Technical data: Laboratory value*1 Building site value*2

Hard mortar raw density:  1,83 kg/dm3 | 1,06 oz/in3  1,71 kg/dm3 | 0,99 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  22,2 N/mm2 | 3.220 psi  13,6 N/mm2 | 1.973 psi
Compressive strength:  76,8 N/mm2 | 11.139 psi  52,5 N/mm2 | 7.615 psi
Static elasticity module:  12.200 N/mm2 | 1.769.461 psi  9.800 N/mm2 | 1.421.370 psi
Water permeability value: -  4,78 x 10-6 m/s | 0,7 iph 

( for a joint fraction of 10 % )

Storage life:  24 months, resin/hardener components: frostfree, filler components: dry

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: Joint depth 30 mm | 1 3/16"

Stone size 40 x 40 cm 
16" x 16"

20 x 20 cm 
8" x 8"

16 x 24 cm 
6 5/16" x 10"

14 x 16 cm 
5 9/16" x 6 5/16"

9 x 11 cm 
3 9/16" x 4 3/8"

4 x 6 cm 
1 5/8" x 2 3/8"

Jo
in

t 
w

id
th 8 mm | 5/16" 2,0 | 0,41 4,0 | 0,82 4,2 | 0,86 5,5 | 1,13 8,0 | 1,64 15,0 | 3,07

10 mm | 3/7" 2,5 | 0,51 5,0 | 1,02 5,3 | 1,09 7,0 | 1,43 10,0 | 2,05 18,8 | 3,85

12 mm | 1/2" 3,0 | 0,61 6,0 | 1,23 6,2 | 1,27 8,3 | 1,70 12,0 | 2,46 22,5 | 4,61
Polygonal slabs see page 32

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application

Sweep off

Final cleaning

Pour in filler material

Add resin / hardener

Pre-distribute

Work it in

*1 without addition of water *2 acc. to ROMEX® testing method
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• can be applied from > - 10 ºC | 14 ºF surface temperature

• can be applied during drizzler

•  no need to cover surface during drizzle

• quick re-opening to traffic

• for treatment of shrinkholes and faulty areas

• for heaviest traffic loads

• for surface depths from 10 mm | 3/7"

• high strength

• for friction locked pouring of cracks

• for the repair of edges/broken areas

PROPERTIES

Solvent free, high strength, 2 component epoxy resin repair mortar

ROMPOX®- D4000 HR
The quick repair mortar

R P S

completely 
frost resistant

slightly 
water permeable

for heaviest 
traffic loads
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Finished

Compact

Work it in

Mix

Open

Before

Construction site requirements: The surface should be prepared according to the expected traffic loads. 
The regulations and leaflets for the manufacture of paved stone surfaces should be heeded. Loads that 
later go over the surface must not cause the surface to sink or loosen stones. Ideally, “ROMEX® - TRASS 
BED - the frost resistant drainage mortar“ should be used. See separate product information. 
Preparation: Clean out joints to a depth of at least 10 mm | 3/7". The surface should be load bearing, slightly 
rough, free of elutriants, dust and loose particles as well as free of oil, grease and other impurities, that 
could act as separators. If necessary the surface should be sandblasted, shotpeened, ground or milled. The 
minimum adhesion strength of the surface needs to be 1,5 N/mm² | 218 psi ( Herion machine ).
Mixing: Open the bucket, remove the 2,5 kg | 5,5 lbs resin/hardener components within. Open bottle and 
pour the contents slowly and completely into the filler material component. Start the mixing process. DO 
NOT add water!
Total mixing time: at least 5 minutes.
Application: Pour the ready mixed repair mortar onto the surface and pre-distribute using a shovel or 
metal squeegee. Using a trowel, compact the mixture and smooth the surface. Good compacting is vital to 
ensure the longevity of the final product!
Subsequent treatment: Rain protection is not necessary in case of drizzle. In case of permanent or heavy 
rain, the freshly jointed surface should be protected against rain for 2 hours. The rain protection layer must 
not be laid directly onto the paved surface, this is to ensure sufficient air circulation.
In case of doubt, please lay a sample surface before commencing entire jointing. 

Application data:

Application time: 10 - 15 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > - 10 °C | 14 °F
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: after 2 hours

Technical data:

Hard mortar raw density:  1,54 kg/dm3 | 0,89 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  19,4 N/mm2 | 2.814 psi
Compressive strength:  51,2 N/mm2 | 7.426 psi
Static elasticity module:  8.900 N/mm2 | 1.290.836 psi

Storage life:  12 months frostfree and dry
Consumption:  17,5 kg/m² | 3,58 lb/sq ft per cm layer thickness (  approx. 1 bucket )

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application



Consumption: approx. 5 kg/m | 11 lbs/m 
( i.e. for paved stone gutter with 3 rows large stone 14 x 16 cm 
| 5 9/16" x 6 5/16", with Ø 10 mm | 3/7" joint width and 50 mm | 2" 
joint depth )

Application potential: up to 1.000 m/day 
( i.e. with a group of 3-4 workers )

Re-opening of surface: can be driven on after 24 
( at Ø + 20 °C | 68 °F surface temperature; 
at lower temperatures: slower hardening; 
at high temperatures: faster hardening )

ROMPOX® - D2000 | ROMPOX® - TRAFFIC V2

Paved stone gutters

Gutters made of natural stone or concrete stone paving 
stones surface water into the drainage system. 

Acc. to ATV DIN 18318:2006 the joint widths for gutters 
should be between 8 - 12 mm | 5/16" - 1/2", the paving stone should 
be set „fresh on fresh“ and jointed using bonded paving joint-
ing mortar.

ROMEX®- synthetic resin paving jointing mortars have the 
following advantages:

1.  no breaking out of joints from frost or de-icing salt

2.  high strength even with heavy traffic loads

3. quick and clean jointing with low consumption
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ROMPOX®- D4000 HR

Example: In August 2013 the town of Kall's construction office 
was looking for the best solution to repair potholes and road 
damage. As well as the generally used cold asphalt ( in this 
case 82 SUPER by MAKABIT® ) used in road construction, our 
repair mortar ROMPOX®- D4000 HR was used for comparison.

Both potholes that were repaired, are in front of the heavily 
trafficked station in Kall.

During preliminary checks after 3 months, the construction 
authority certified that ROMEX® is of extraordinarily good 
quality compared to the usual cold asphalt.

The pothole that was repaired with cold asphalt already 
showed signs of the material breaking out, whereas the dam-
aged area of asphalt that was repaired with ROMPOX®- D4000 
HR has held without any complaints for 10 months. 

But the real highlight is the fact, that ROMPOX®- D4000 HR 
can be applied at temperatures as low as - 10 °C | 14 °F. This 
means that you can use the product all year for the repair of 
damaged areas and potholes.

We would be happy to help you lay a sample surface, so that 
you can convince yourself.

Better than cold asphalt!
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for washed, dried and dustfree gravel and grit ( grainsize from approx. 2 - 10 mm | 1/16"- 3/7" ).*1

PROPERTIES

• for professional use

•  strengthens gravel and grit ( grainsize from approx. 
2 - 10 mm | 1/16" - 3/7" )*1 ( not suitable for white stones )

• high strength

• can be applied from > 0 ºC | > 32 ºF surface temperature

• for pedestrian loads

•  for joint depths from 30 mm | 1 3/16"

• highly water permeable

•  ideal for pathway 
construction and tree pits

• water resistant

2 component synthetic resin binding agent 

ROMPOX®- PROFI-DEKO
The professional grit and gravel hardener

for 
pedestrian

*
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Mix

Pre-distribute

Level

Smooth using 
vibratory plate

Smooth with 
smoothing trowel

Construction site requirements: Superstructure and substructure must be water permeable. The subsur-
face should be built according to the expected traffic loads. Future loads must not result in any settling of 
the surface.
Preparation: The surface to be strengthened should be prepared with a depth of at least 30 mm | 1 3/16", the 
subsurface should be firm. Adjoining surfaces that are not to be strengthened are taped off. Dusty, dirty 
gravel /grit should be washed and fully dried. ( If moisture/damp are present then there may be a reduction 
in strength! ) 
Mixing: 75 kg | 165,6 lbs ( 3 x 25 kg | 55,1 lbs ) of clean and dry gravel / grit are put into the concrete or grav-
ity mixer and the mixing process is started. Add the 3,0 kg | 6,6 lbs resin/hardener component slowly and 
completely whilst mixing. Total mixing time at least 5 minutes. 
Application: Pour the mixture onto the prepared surface, if necessary pre-distribute using a shovel and 
then use a levelling batten ( use a gauge ) to create at least 30 mm | 1 3/16" of layer thickness and an even 
height. Compact the mixture using a light vibratory plate or a smoothing trowel and make the surface 
smooth. Good compacting is vital, to ensure the longevity of the end product! 
Subsequent treatment: The freshly strengthened surface should be protected against rain for 24 hours. 
The rain protection should not be laid directly onto the surface so as to allow air to circulate. 
Important instruction: Lay a sample surface before strengthening if there is any doubt about suitability of 
surface. Not suitable for white stones. Dry the washed gravel/grit ( grainsize from approx. 2 - 10 mm | 1/16"- 
3/7" )*1 completely, as moisture/damp can cause a reduction in strength 
PROFESSIONAL TIP: Surfaces subjected to heavy loads ( i.e. treepits/grates in public areas )should be 
laid using a surface depth of at least 5 cm | 2". Immediately afterthe surface has hardened,the ROMPOX® 
-PROFI-DEKO-binding agent that has been used, is applied undiluted to the stone surface as a sealant, 
using a brush or fur roller. This results in an even better surface strength. Requirements forthe sealing are 
approx. 200 - 300 ml / m2 | 0,05 - 0,08 gal/sq ft.

Application data:

Application time: 20 - 30 minutes at + 20 °C | + 68 °F application temperature
Surface temperature: > 0 °C | > 32 °F ( ≤ + 30 °C  | ≤ + 86°F )
at lower temperatures: slow hardening
at high temperatures: quick hardening
Surface re-opening: can be walked on after 24 hours / free for full use after 6 days

Technical data:*2 Building site value

Hard mortar raw density:  1,58 kg/dm3 | 0,91 oz/in3

Bending tensile strength:  4,8 N/mm2 | 696 psi
Compressive strength:  13,9 N/mm2 | 2.016 psi
Water permeability value: high*3

Storage life:  12 months, frostfree

Consumption table in kg/m² | lb/sq ft - Basis for calculation: surface depth Ø 30 mm | 1 3/16"

For each 1,5 m2 of surface to be strengthened the following is required:

➝ 3,0 kg | 5,5 lbs resin/hardener component ROMPOX® - PROFI-DEKO 
➝ + 75 kg | 165,6 lbs ( 3 sacks à 25 kg | 55,1 lbs ) gravel/grit ( grainsize approx. 2 - 10 mm | 1/16"- 3/7" )*1

INFO
Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

Application

*1  Delivery without gravel/grit. This can be got on the 
part of the contractor, i.e. from the building material trade.

*2  Values based on the use of ROMEX® Reference gravel, 
grainsize 3/5 mm | 1/8" to 3/16"

*3  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements 
and roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic ( Germany ); issue 
1998



A ROMEX® tree surround offers many advantages compared 
to the usually used metal tree grates:

• cheaper to buy 
• lower subsequent costs 
• easy to clean 
• many design possibilities 
• water permeability 
• Grows with the tree

Save time and money!

The perfect solution for tree surrounds
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Barrier free surfaces

People with difficulty walking should be able to use public 
areas without outside help. The needs of these people should 
be taken into consideration with regard to road and pathway 
laws as well as in construction. Freedom from barriers is the 
key idea.

This means, that amongst other things, public areas should 
be made in such a way, that even if people have a disability, 
they are able to use these areas without hindrance ( Law for 
the equality of disabled persons BBG §8 or §4 of the disabled 
persons equality law NRW ).

By using ROMEX® grit and gravel strengthener, paths, surfaces 
and tree pits can be made barrier free and water permeable.

The product fulfills the requirements for de-sealing and water 
permeability 100 %! 

A subject that is dismissed far too frequently !
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Large format slabs and paving stones are subjected to enor-
mous loads due to the driving dynamic of heavy trucks and 
buses.

Due to the weight of heavy vehicles, in addition to the driving 
dynamic forces, high static forces are also created. Both can 
only be dispersed horizontally, whereby the surface covering 
is subjected to permanent loads. Displacement and break-
age of slabs occurs. Because of increased traffic on squares, 
roads and pedestrian zones in recent years, this type of dam-
age occurs more often. In August 2013 the research society 
FSGV ( Cologne ) released a leaflet with the working title „MFG 
2013“, with instructions for planning and laying work.

„Surfaces subjected to traffic loads, need to have dislodge-
ment protection in the most susceptible areas. Dislodgements 

are damages and affect the functionality of the entire road 
surface. It is important to recognise the areas most at risk and 
to ensure that special dislodgement protection is used.“ 

( Excerpt MFG 2013 FGSV, Cologne )

Areas at risk can be:

• Entryways and exits 

• Inclines/descents 

• Crossroads 

• Traffic lights

• Turning areas 

• Bends 

• Bus stops 

• Stopping areas

Innovative Street Anchor Technology 
» Trademark rights should be observed «

ISATec®
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ROMEX® offers a simple but genius solution.

ISATec® consists of various innovative earth anchors for the 
dislodgement protection of large format slabs and paving 
stones subjected to traffic loads. The ISATec® power anchors 
temporarily absorb increased shear forces. Depending on 
the type of area at risk ( stop areas, turning points, declines, 
bends, etc. ), various earth anchors are combined with each 
other. This enables linear shear forces and directionless heavy 
traffic to be absorbed at the same time and to be dispersed. 
The ISATec® earth anchors are fixed permanently to exactly 
the right anchor points. These stabilise the entire system, even 
though placed in only a few areas.

The number, type and location of the anchors is determined 
using ROMEX® special simulation software. The customer will 
receive a tailormade, finished plan within one week. The vari-
ous earth anchors are suitable for all coverings and all large 
formats made of concrete and natural stone. The setting of 
the earth anchors should be taken into consideration during 
the planning stage, in order to avoid any preliminary damage. 
ISATec® is a quick and easy to use system that is highly effi-
cient. The ISATec® system was developed over many years and 
with intense working together with customers in the concrete 
industry, road construction and institutions involved in road 
maintenance.
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Correct setup

It is permanent, heavy loads, that 
cause the most common damage to 
paved stone surfaces. Damage such as 
ruts, settling, loose, dislodged stones 
and displacement are the result.

That is why it is vital to take into 
consideration, the correct foundation 
for the paved stone surface 
already during the planning phase. 
Setup variations, guidelines and 
bedding products are discussed 
on the following pages.
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Basics of permanent paved stone 
covering built using a bonded method

The correct setup

Introduction
Traffic routes that are built using paving stones are part of the road 
construction sector. Road construction consists of calculation, build-
ing and maintenance of the road network for vehicles, bicycles and 
pedestrians. The main requirements of the users of traffic routes are 
safety and user comfort. This means that those that carry out road 
construction, need to make sure that the traffic routes are correctly 
constructed and maintained. The main properties that such traffic 
routes need to have are, strength, load-bearing capacity, frost resist-
ance and to be level and nonslip – irrespective of the type of use and 
construction.

In order to achieve this, good planning, thorough work preparation, 
careful carrying out of construction as well as adherence to standard 
applicable regulations are a necessity.  Paved stone coverings can be 
laid in a loose/unbonded way or as bonded construction.  Unbonded 
laying is the general way of laying paved stones.

Bonded paved stone coverings are used for special areas and have a 
number of advantages compared to unbonded paved stone cover-
ings:

•  pedestrians can safely walk on the paved stone surface

•  weeds don’t grow through the joints

•  joints are not washed away by erosion

•  good absorbtion of shear force without dislocation of paved stones

•  resistant to street sweepers and high pressure cleaners

The technical applicable regulations have also been modified to reflect 
this development. In August  2007 the following paper was published: 
„FGSV Work Paper“  „Surface coverings using paving stones and 
slabs in bonded construction“ ( Surface strengthening using bonded 
paved stone coverings and slab surfaces. ) This ROMEX® publication 
aims to show in detail how the jointing and fixing of paved stones out-
doors can be done using synthetic resin paving jointing mortars, and 

to inform you of this still relatively young, only 30 year old, method 
of jointing.

Bed/subsurface/substructure
The existing ground/floor (bed) needs to be prepared expertly for the 
paved stone construction – the so-called superstructure – that will be 
laid on top. It needs to be built so that it can take profiles, is even and 
loadbearing. The same applies to any kind of substructure that may 
be built due to certain local conditions. The expertly built surface 
of the bed/subsurface is called the planum. In general, the planum 
needs to have the same degree of slope and direction of slope as 
the subsequent paved stone covering (correct for profiles). In gen-
eral this should be a slope of 2,5 %, 3,0 % or 3,5 %, depending on the 
type of paving stones used. If the existing floor is at risk of frost, then 
the planum needs to have a slope of at least 4 %, so that any water 
from the superstructure can drain more quickly. All layers above the 
planum, including the paved stone covering, can be laid according to 
the degree of slope reco mmended for such paved stone coverings.

The planum needs to be made as level as possible, so that any water 
seeping through the superstructure, does not stay standing in any 
pits and endanger the loadbearing capacity and frost resistance 
of the paved stone construction. Deviations from the target height 
should not be more than + 3 cm | 1 3/16".

General
Bonded paved stone coverings are made using building material mix-
tures containing binding agents for the bed and the joint filling (bed 
and jointing mortar). Mixed building methods, whereby only the bed 
or the joint filling uses a building material with binding agents are not 
generally used, but depending on site circumstances, can be used 
successfully.

Bonded paved stone coverings require particular care and well-
founded expert knowledge during planning, bid for tenders, selec-
tion of building materials and execution. Paved stones for bonded 
paved stone coverings should not exceed the usual size (maximum 
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edge length 320 mm | 13"). There is currently insufficient experience 
to comment on bonded paved stone coverings using larger stones. A 
bonded paved stone covering, as opposed to the unbonded type, has 
similar properties to a rigid base such as concrete covering construc-
tion (that is why it is often called „rigid construction method“). This 
needs to be taken into consideration when planning the surrounds, 
installation and type of expansion joints.

Bedding and jointing mortars should be made up, manufactured and 
applied in such a way, so that they have the required material proper-
ties when the construction is completed. It is particularly important 
to achieve sufficient adhesion strength between the paving stones 
and the bedding mortar on the one hand and between the paving 
stones and the jointing mortar on the other. The following all affect 
the adhesion strength – weather conditions, application conditions, 
type, geometry and surface texture of the paving stones, as well as 
the composition of the mortar. 

When trying to determine the suitability of bedding and jointing 
mortars, the following should be taken into consideration – product 
properties determined in the laboratory as well as those determined 
on the building site i.e. in a completed construction project. This is 
particularly important with regard to values for adhesion strength.

Bed
The requirements of the bed are as follows – to conduct any loads on 
the above paved stone covering into the ground without deforming 
and with sufficient resistance, as well as providing equalising between 
any left over uneveness on the upper base course and the paved 
stone surface above.

Various types of mortar can be used for the manufacture of a bonded 
bed:

•  hydraulically bound mortar,

•  hydraulically bound mortar modified with plastic or

•  synthetic resin bound mortar (quickest end hardening 
( ≥ 24 hrs), good adhesion and bending tensile values.) 

The raw materials for any type of bedding mortar must always cor-
respond to the technical regulations / norms. To estimate the basic 
suitability of a bedding mortar, certain product properties are deter-
mined under defined laboratory conditions. Bedding mortars must 
fulfill certain requirements with regard to compressive strength, 
resistance to frost/thaw changes and water permeability. These are 
described in the FGSV work paper „Bonded fixings of surfaces using 
paved stone coverings and slabs“ (issue 2007). The work paper also 
gives recommendations of how to fulfill requirements within the fin-
ished construction. Laying bedding mortar requires certain tempera-
tures for the air and the surface as well as the materials to be used. 
This should be at least + 5 °C | 41 °F for hydraulically bound bedding 
mortar and at least + 1°C | 33,8 °F for synthetic resin bound bedding 
mortar (see manufacturer’s instructions). When using special bedding 
mortar, application may be possible at lower ambient temperatures. 
At lower temperatures, the hardening time will be increased. Bedding 
mortars should not be used on frozen surfaces (< 0 °C | < 32 °F ). When 
using hydraulically and synthetic resin bound bedding mortar, the 
carrying out of the work should be coordinated so that the hardening 
of the bedding mortar does not begin until paving stones have been 
laid at the correct height.
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Additional technical contractual conditions

ZTV-Wegebau (path construction)

With the publication of „ZTV-Wegebau (path construction) – 
Additional Technical Contractual Conditions for the Construc-
tion of Paths and Squares outside of surfaces for road traffic“, 
the varying and proven construction methods for landscaping 
construction as set out in ATV DIN 18318, which in part have 
been used as a standard for decades, are now being compiled 
into a single set of regulations. 

Jointing using synthetic resin paving jointing mortars now 
belong to the standard methods of paved stone jointing, 
along with the traditional jointing methods of sand/gravel and 
cement.

"ZTV-Wegebau (path construction)" thus represents the cur-
rent state of technology and can be used as part of the con-
tractual terms and conditions. ROMEX® paving jointing mor-
tars fulfill the requirements of the ZTV. 

Background and content of the regulations:
Additional technical contract conditions (ZTV) supplement 
the General technical contract conditions (ATV) in part C of 
the allocation and contract regulations for construction ser-
vices. Acc. to § 8 Abs. 5 VOB/A certain agreements may also 
be included in the additional technical contract conditions, if 
for certain construction services, similar requirements are pre-
sent.

The additional technical contract conditions for path con-
struction, offers contractual partners, with the inclusion – but 

without special agreement – of the VOB/B a contractual basis, 
which fulfills the requirements of paved stone surfaces and 
slab surfaces with less traffic loads. Furthermore, it contains 
the requirements and regulations for the so called „bonded 
construction methods“.

With regard to the use of bonded construction methods, addi-
tional, brand new and supplementary reqirements, especially 
for the manufacture and laying of bed and jointing materials, 
are defined.

Reasons for the additional technical contract 
conditions for path construction:
•   DIN 18318 takes into consideration only surfaces subjected 

to traffic and heavy traffic   
➝  There is a gap in the system for landscape construction 

and surfaces with light loads

•  Bonded construction methods are not taken into consid-
eration 
➝ Manufacture of bed 
➝ Manufacture of joint 
➝ Requirement of materials to be used

The following "loadbearing classifications" 
are used to differentiate:

Usage category N 1:
Surfaces that are walked on and that have no vehicle traf-

Source citation: Research company landscape development landscape construction e.V. ( FLL ), www.fll.de 82



fic, away from road traffic surfaces (i.e. patios, garden paths, 
paths in garden areas, seating areas in parks)

Usage category N 2:
Surfaces that are driven on, up to 3,5 t allowable total weight, 
away from road traffic surfaces (i.e. garage driveways, car 
parking spaces)

Usage category N 3:
Surfaces that are driven on the same as category 2, but with 
occasional traffic from vehicles up to 20 t allowable total 
weight, away from road traffic surfaces (i.e. roads used for 
maintenance or emergency vehicles as well entrances for fire 
engines, garages and building entryways.)

The following construction methods 
will be discussed in depth:
1.  Unbonded construction method 

Bed and joint unbonded on bonded/unbonded base 
course

2.  Fully bonded construction method 
With the fully bonded construction method, the bed, joint 
and upper base course are bonded

3.  Mixture of construction methods with bonded bed 
The base course is unbonded, the joints and bed are 
bonded

4.  Mixture of construction methods with unbonded bed 
The base course and bed are unbonded, the joints are 
bonded

5.  Water permeable surface coverings 
Surfaces covered with paving stones or slabs as well as 
honeycomb and lattice elements, where the joints, open-
ings or structure allow increased water permeability.

6.  Green spaces 
Surfaces covered with paving stones or slabs as well as 
honeycomb and lattice elements, where the joints or open-
ings are used for green spaces.

The following binding agents are suitable 
for bonded jointing materials:
•  Cement

•  Epoxy resin based reactive resins 
➝ ROMPOX®- DRAIN  
➝ ROMPOX®- D1  
➝ ROMPOX®- D2000 
➝ ROMPOX®- D3000  
➝ ROMPOX®- FLEX -JOINT 
➝ ROMPOX®- TRAFFIC V2

•  Polyurethane based reactive resins

•  Polybutadien 
➝ ROMPOX®- EASY

Water permeable bonded joints should be made using 
binding agents made of reactive resins or polybutadien.
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PROPERTIES

• ready to use mixture or COMPOUND

• frost and de-icing salt resistant

• easy application

• lessens efflorescence

•  Compressive strength 
> 35 N/mm² | 5.076 psi

• for pedestrian and traffic loads

• from 3 cm | 1 3/16" layer thickness

• highly water permeable

• prevents frost damage

• lessens waterlogging + discolouration

Drainage trass bed mortar

Frost resistant drainage mortar

ROMEX®- TRASS BED

Includes Certificate
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Application

Films & Consumption calculator at www.romex-pfm.de

ROMEX®- TRASS BED

ROMEX® - TRASS BED is a highly water permeable bedding mortar Colour: concrete grey with trass addi-
tives that lessen efflorescence when laying natural stone paving stones, as well as natural and concrete 
stone slabs on a frost resistant substructure outdoors.
Construction site requirements: The subsurface needs to be made load bearing, firm and water perme-
able. Water impermeable load distribution layers ( screeds ), such as areas with house utility connections 
as well as any slab coverings that are laid, need to have a slope of at least 1,5 - 3,0 %. Any water that gath-
ers needs to be drained with corresponding drainage measures. In case of any watertight outdoor areas 
and levels where water flows and partial puddles form, it is recommended installing a suitable capillary-
breaking drainage mat. 
Mixing: Mix ROMEX® - TRASS BED so it is earth damp, mixing time 2 - 3 minutes. Water requirement approx. 
9 % - approx. 3,6 - 3,8 litres | 0,9 - 1,0 gal of cool, clean water per 40 kg | 88.2 lbs of ready to use mixture. Mix 
using a pug mill or gravity mixer, for smaller amounts, mixing can be done in a wheelbarrow or mortar tub. 
After mixing, the mortar is ready for immediate use. Always use the entire container.
Important: Add the water to the mixer first, then the mortar.
Application:
Natural stone paving stones:
The thickness of the paved stone bed whilst loose, should be 3 - 6 cm | 1 3/16" - 2 3/8" depending on type of 
stone and expected loads. Mix ROMEX® - TRASS BED so it is earth damp and pour it loosely into the bed. 
Paving stones are laid hammer-hard = lay stones individually and hit them 3 - 4 times with a hammer. When 
filling the joints, at least 3 cm | 1 3/16" joint depth from the top edge of the stone is required, in case of traf-
fic loads at least 2/3 the height of the stone. After laying, protect the surface with a sheet - after 24 hours 
lightly spray with water and cover again for 48 hours. Finally, use ROMEX® paving jointing mortar to fill the 
joints. After 7 days the surface can be walked on, after 14 days it can be driven on by vehicles up to 3,5 t 
( private surface ), after 28 days it is fully load bearing.
Paved stones that have been sawed/measured should be treated with ROMEX® ADHESION ELUTRIANT 
before laying - the same applies to stones that, because of their shape, cannot be hammered into one third 
of the paved stone bed.
Natural and concrete stone slabs:
In general, slabs should be treated with ROMEX® ADHESION ELUTRIANT before laying.

Application data:

Application time: approx. 2 hrs. ( at + 20 °C | + 68 °F )
Low in chromate acc. to TRGS 613: Yes
Material consumption: 40 kg | 88,2 lbs = 22 litres | 5,8 gal of fresh concrete approx. 18,5 kg/cm 

layer thickness/m2 | 40,8 Ibs / 2/5" layer thickness/sqm
Addition of water: 3,6 - 3,8 litres | 0,9 - 1,0 gal of water per 40 kg | 88,2 lbs of ready to use 

mixture
Application temperature: from + 5 °C to + 30 °C | 41 °F to 86 °F, do not use on frozen ground

Technical data:

Compressive strength: > 35 N/mm² | 5.076 psi after 28 days
Water permeability value: ≥ 1,42 x 10-4 m/s* | 20,1 iph

Storage life:  6 months, dry in original, sealed sack

*  water permeable acc. to „Leaflet on water permeable pavements and roads“ by Research institute for road and traffic ( Germany ); issue 1998
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ROMEX®- TRASS BED COMPOUND

ROMEX®-TRASS-BED COMPOUND is a binding agent for the manufacture of bound, water permeable 
base courses for the laying of natural stone paving stones as well as natural and concrete stone slabs on a 
frost resistant subsurface outdoors and it reduces efflorescence .
Construction site requirements: The subsurface needs to be made load bearing, firm and water perme-
able. Water impermeable load distribution layers ( screeds ), such as areas with house utility connections 
as well as any slab coverings that are laid, need to have a slope of at least 1,5-3,0%. Any water that gath-
ers needs to be drained with corresponding drainage measures. In case of any watertight outdoor areas 
and levels where water flows and partial puddles form, it is recommended installing a suitable capillary-
breaking drainage mat. 
Recommended mixing ratio: 
1 volume part TRASS® BED COMPOUND  = z.B. 10 kg | 22,05 lbs 
4 volume parts filler material ( i.e. rolled grit/gravel  ) 4 - 8 mm | 1/7" - 5/16" = z.B. 40 kg | 88,2 lbs
Mixing: Mix ROMEX® TRASS® BED COMPOUND in a ratio of 1 to 4 with filler material ( i.e. rolled grit/
gravel ) 4-8 mm | 1/7" - 5/16" so that it is earth damp, mixing time 2-3 minutes. Water requirement approx. 9 % - 
approx. 3,6 - 3,8 litres | 0,9 - 1,0 gal of cool, clean water per 40 kg | 88,2 lbs of ready to use mixture. Mix using 
a pug mill or gravity mixer, for smaller amounts, mixing can be done in a wheelbarrow or mortar tub. After 
mixing, the mortar is ready for immediate use. Where possible, use the entire container, otherwise weigh 
the exact amounts needed. 
Important: Add the water to the mixer first, then the mortar.
Application:
Natural stone paving stones: 
The thickness of the paved stone bed whilst loose, should be 3- 6 cm | 1 3/16" - 2 3/8" depending on type of 
stone and expected loads. Mix ROMEX® TRASS® BED COMPOUND in a ratio of 1 to 4 with filler material 
( i.e. rolled grit/gravel ) 4-8mm so that it is earth damp and lay loosely. Paving stones are laid hammer-hard 
= lay stones individually and hit them 3-4 times with a hammer. When filling the joints, at least 3 cm | 1 3/16" 
joint depth from the top edge of the stone is required, in case of traffic loads at least 2/3 the height of the 
stone. After laying, protect the surface with a sheet - after 24 hours lightly spray with water and cover again 
for 48 hours. Finally, use ROMEX® paving jointing mortar to fill the joints. After 7 days the surface can be 
walked on, after 14 days it can be driven on by vehicles up to 3,5 t ( private surface ), after 28 days it is fully 
load bearing.
Paved stones that have been sawed/measured should be treated with ROMEX® ADHESION ELUTRIANT 
before laying - the same applies to stones that, because of their shape, cannot be hammered into one third 
of the paved stone bed. 
Natural and concrete stone slabs:
In general, slabs should be treated with ROMEX® ADHESION ELUTRIANT before laying.

Application data:

Application time: approx. 2 hrs. ( at + 20 °C | + 68 °F  )
Low in chromate acc. to TRGS 613: Yes
Material consumption: approx. 18,5 kg/cm layer thickness/m2 | 40,8 Ibs / 2/5" layer thickness/sqm 

( approx. 3,7 kg | 8,2 lbs should be TRASS BED COMPOUND )
Addition of water: approx. 9 % water per mixture
Application temperature: from + 5 °C to + 30 °C | 41 °F to 86 °F, do not use on frozen ground

Technical data:

Compressive strength: > 15 - 25 N/mm² | > 2.176 - 3.626 psi after 28 days 
( depending on filler material )

Water permeability value: ≥ 1,42 x 10-4 m/s | 20,1 iph ( depending on filler material )

Storage life:  6 months, dry in original, sealed sack

Application
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ROMEX®- ADHESION ELUTRIANT

ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT contains trass cement and is tempered with plastic. It is used as an adhe-
sion bridge for the laying of natural and concrete stone slabs on bonded ROMEX® - TRASS BED. 
Mixing: To achieve a consistency that is plastic and can be spread, pour 8,5 litres | 2,3 gal of cool, clean 
water into a container. Then add 25 kg | 55,1 lbs of ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT and stir for 3 minutes. 
After 3 minutes of maturing time stir through again briefly. Always use up the entire container! 
Application ( two variations  ):
1st variation:
When laying slabs, ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT is applied to the slab underside with a layer thickness 
of approx. 3 - 5mm | 1/8" - 3/16" using a broad brush/notched trowel and then hammered into the freshly laid 
drainage mortar.
2nd variation:
Dip the slab 2 - 3 cm | 7/9" - 1 3/16" deep into a tub of ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT then immediately ham-
mer into the freshly laid drainage mortar. 

Application data:

Application time: approx. 2 hrs ( at + 20 °C | + 68 °F )
Low in chromate acc. to TRGS 613: Yes
Material consumption: 25 kg | 55,1 lbs = 19 litres | 5 gal of fresh mortar approx. 1,3 kg/mm 

layer thickness/m2 | 2,86 Ibs / 1/16" layer thickness/sqm

For layer thickness 3 - 5 mm | 1/8" - 3/16" 
= 3,9 - 6,5 kg/m2 | 0,80 - 1,33 lb/sq ft = Ø 5 kg/m2 | 1,02 lb/sq ft

Addition of water: 8,5 litres | 2,3 gal of water per 25 kg | 55,1 lbs
Application temperature: from + 5 °C bis + 30 °C | 41 °F bis  86 °F, do not use on frozen ground

Technical data:

Dry density: 1,5 kg/dm3 | 0,87 oz/in3

Storage life:  6 months, dry in original, sealed sack
Important instruction:
•  Bonded paved stone and slab coverings may have cracks appear as a result of weather influence, tem-

perature swings and traffic loads .
• Base courses/bed that have no drainage capacity may get damaged when moisture penetrates .
•  Sawed stones should be roughened on the underside and sides and then treated with ROMEX® - ADHE-

SION ELUTRIANT .
•  Paved stone work is done by hand, not using a vibratory plate or similar compacting machinery .
•  Expansion joints should be laid according to relevant guidelines.
•  On impermeable surfaces, measures need to be taken to drain seeping water 

Application
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 *  FGSV Work paper surface fixing with paved stone coverings, bonded construction - Issue 2007 
( no.: 618/2 ) 

 **  WTA Leaflet – Bonded construction method historical paving stones ( no.: E 5/21: Issue 01/2009/D  )
 *** FGSV Leaflet for drainage concrete base courses Issue 1996 ( no.: 827  )
 **** Frost protection classifications Germany

CONSTRUCTION VARIATIONS
Preparation of subsurface and jointing:
Paving jointing mortars cannot withstand settling of the subsurface. Any expansion joints present in the substructure should be incorporated 
into the paved stone surface. Expansion joints should be laid according to construction principles. The subsurface should be dimensioned 
according to the expected traffic loads and be water permeable. Valid regulations should be heeded. ZTVT, ZTVE, RStO, DIN 18318, MFP1 
and TL, DNV leaflet, work paper FGSV etc. 
Minimum joint depth: ≥ 30 mm | 1 3/16" with pedestrian loads, ≥ 2/3 of the height of the stone for traffic loads.
Depending on type of paving stone, a gap remains between joint and bed. For cost reasons, this can be filled with a filter stable, water per-
meable, firm and shrinkage free filler material, i.e. a high quality sand-gravel mixture or if the joints are wide enough, with ROMEX® TRASS 
BED ( sweep it dry into the joints to the minimum jointing depth and then immediately clean the paved stone surface with a fine water jet 
spray ). Alternatively, ROMEX® paving jointing mortar can be worked into the joint completely..
Minimum joint width: 3 - 8 mm | 1/8" - 5/16" depending on ROMEX® PAVING JOINTING MORTAR
For joint widths larger than 15 mm | 3/5", the joint depth must be at least double the joint width.
Preparation of stone surface: 
Before jointing, the stone surface should be cleaned thoroughly of all soiling such as dirt, oil, rubber residue or rust. Old paving stones: 
Remove any mortar residue on sides of stones completely. 

Construction variants for paving: 
Basics: The joint is only as strong as it’s substructure. Faults in the substructure result in breakage/ 
cracks, which in turn can lead to damage to intact edge surfaces when subjected to traffic loads. 
This applies in general for newbuilds:
•  If the paved surface will only be subjected to pedestrian traffic, then the laying of the paving stones/

slabs can be done on firm and settled gravel/sand mixtures, grain size 0/4˘- 0/8. Alternatively: the use 
of ROMEX® - TRASS BED guarantees a non-settling bed. 

•  Paved surfaces subjected to vehicle loads, are laid on the ROMEX® - TRASS BED, according to the 
expected loads. Please take note of the following sketches. 

See the following diagrams in this regard: 



Traffic loads - building classification V/VI **

i.e.: 
15 cm | 6" DRAINAGE CONCRETE or other bonded, 

settle free, water permeable, load bearing base 
course ( i.e. drainage asphalt ) 

Subsurface

Frost protection layer

Subsurface in situ floor

4  - 5 cm | 1 9/16" - 2" ROMEX® - TRASS BED 
approx. consumption: 

( 75 - 95 kg/m² | 15,36 - 18,43 lb/sq ft )

ROMEX®-PAVING JOINTING MORTAR
Joint depth: ≥ 2/3 height of stone

RSTO 01 
Table 2 

class 
V / VI

Traffic loads - building classification III/IV**

i.e.: 
20 cm | 8" DRAINAGE CONCRETE or other bonded, 

settle free, water permeable, load bearing base 
course ( i.e. drainage asphalt ) 

Subsurface

Frost protection layer

Subsurface in situ floor

4  - 5 cm | 1 9/16" - 2" ROMEX® - TRASS BED 
approx. consumption: 

( 75 - 95 kg/m² | 15,36 - 18,43 lb/sq ft )

ROMEX®-PAVING JOINTING MORTAR
Joint depth: ≥ 2/3 height of stone

RSTO 01 
Table 2 

class 
III / IV

depending on load: 
unbonded base course approx. 29- 60 cm | 11 1/2" - 24": 

Lava 0/56, mineral mixture 0/56, or quarzite gravel 
0/32 - 0/56 applied in layers and compacted.

Frost protection layer

Substructure

Subsurface in situ floor

4 -6 cm | 2 1/6" ROMEX® - TRASS BED 
approx. consumption: 

( 75-110 kg/m² | 15,36 - 22,53 lb/sq ft )

ROMEX®-PAVING JOINTING MORTAR
Joint depth: ≥ 2/3 height of stone

up to 7,5 t

Traffic loads up to 7,5t* 
( Paved stone surfaces around private homes  )

3-5cm | 1 3/16" - 2" ROMEX® - TRASS BED 
approx. consumption: 

( 55- 90kg/m² | 11,26 - 18,43 lb/sq ft )

Pedestrian loads* 
( Patios and footpaths )

Unbonded base course approx. 29- 60 cm | 11 1/2" - 24": 
Lava 0/56, mineral mixture 0/56, or quarzite gravel 

0/56 applied in layers and compacted.
Frost protection layer

Substructure

Subsurface in situ floor

ROMEX®-PAVING JOINTING MORTAR 
Joint depth: ≥ 3 cm | 1 3/16"

Pedestrian loads: Depending on type of paving stone, a gap remains between joint and bed. For cost reasons, this can be filled with a filter 
stable, water permeable, firm and shrinkage free filler material, i.e. a high quality sand-gravel mixture or if the joints are wide enough, with 

ROMEX® TRASS BED ( sweep it dry into the joints to the minimum jointing depth and then immediately clean the paved stone surface with a fine water 
jet spray ). Alternatively, ROMEX® paving jointing mortar can be worked into the joint completely. 
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 *  The construction variations are based on ROMEX® experiential values and the current 
level of ROMEX® Technology.These contain the ROMEX® system guarantee RSG-5. Please 
ask us for our detailed system guarantee conditions!

 **  The construction variations are based on the current issues of the valid leaflets and 
guidelines for bonded construction methods.Issue 03/2010 – We reserve the right to 
make changes.



1. permanent system compatibility between joint and bed

2. 100% environmentally friendly when fully hardened

3. no weed growth through the joint

4. 100% frost and de-icing salt resistant

5. UV and weather resistant

6. permanent durability 

7. prevents settling

5 YEAR SYSTEM GUARANTEE
on paved surfaces all around your house 
using ROMEX® pavement fixing mortars

Bert Meurer
(Managing Director)

ROMEX® PFM GmbH

Frank Speichert
(Authorized Signatory)

in combination with
ROMEX® - TRASS BED, as follows: 

ROMPOX® - DRAIN
ROMPOX® - DRAIN 
ROMPOX® - D1
ROMPOX® - D1 
ROMPOX® - FLEX-FUGE

ROMEX® is a member:

ROMEX® PFM GmbH
Von-Bassenheim-Straße 2
53881 Euskirchen
Tel.: +49 22 51 / 94 12 20
Fax: +49 22 51 / 94 12 28
E-Mail: info@romex-pfm.de
Internet: www.romex-pfm.de
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Frost zone map Germany

Zone Border 
Impact 
Layer thickness Description

Zone I < 490 °Cd + 0 cm | 0" slight frost risk, low penetration depths

Zone II 490 < FI < 580 °Cd + 5 cm | 2" medium frost risk, medium penetration depths

Zone III > 580 °Cd + 15 cm | 6" high frost risk, high penetration depths

The strength of the frost protection layer is in 
accordance with RStO within a certain frost zone.
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ROMEX® - Technical 
Information and practical 
application tips

Synthetic resin based paving jointing 
mortars are modern, high quality 
building materials. The following 
instructions and application tips will 
help to prevent damage by providing 
good planning and correct application.
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Planning is the be all and end all
The most common cause of damage of paved surfaces with 
loose foundation and jointing materials e.g. sand or gravel, is 
heavy truck, car or bus traffic as well as cleaning using aggres-
sive street cleaning machines.

Damage such as grooves, loose upended stones and move-
ment of the paved surface are the result. Paving jointing mor-
tars are not able to compensate for any settling of the subsoil. 

Contraction joints need to be laid according to the relevant 
construction guidelines. Any existing contraction joints in 
the foundation need to be incorporated into the surface to 
be paved. The foundation needs to be sized according to the 
expected traffic loads. Please take note of the construction 
variations as set out on this page. These can aid you during the 
planning and laying of long lasting paved stone surfaces. The 
following statement always applies: "The joint is only as strong 
as it’s sub- and superstructure. That is why it is imperative that 
during planning, the correct foundation for the paved stone 
surface is determined. Construction variations and guidelines 
as well as bedding products are on the follwoing pages.

Checking suitability of stones
•  Almost all types of stone are suitable (natural, concrete 

stone, clinker stones). In case of very rough and/ or porous 
stone surfaces, it should be tested, how well any residue is 
able to be swept off. Take a handful of wet quartz sand and 
put it on the stone surface. Sweep off the wet sand with a 

broom and this gives an indication of how well residue can 
be swept off.

•  Nowadays, many stones, especially terrace slabs, are coated, 
it is imperative, that before jointing is done, the manufacturer 
is contacted, to find out whether jointing using synthetic 
resin paving jointing mortar is possible. Good preparation is 
vital for paved stone jointing. In order to avoid unpleasant-
ness, both laying companies and do-it-yourself enthusiasts 
should take note of a few important instructions !

Preparation tips
•  All application films are available on the internet at www.

romex-pfm.de.

•  In order to work most effectively, the correct tools are 
required. To apply the jointing mortar, a good sponge rub-
ber squeegee should be used. 

•  Especially during the the bad weather seasons, attention 
should be paid to weather reports, so as not to be surprised 
by rain. Precipitation such as dew or rain can cause the fol-
lowing damage, if the surface is not sufficiently protected 
during jointing and subsequent hardening of certain systems 
( DRAIN, D1, TRAFFIC V2 ): 

Avoid damage during planning and execution

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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➝  The paving jointing mortar does not harden properly and 
the end strength is not achieved

➝  The binding agent is washed out and the joint loses sand 
over time

➝  Grey or white discolouration may appear on the stone sur-
face

Before jointing
•  For the repair of old paved surfaces, clean the gaps with 

compressed air or water jet ( high-pressure cleaner ) so that 
the minimum joint depth of 30 mm | 1 3/16" is reached, any 
residual mortar sticking to the stones needs to removed 
completely. The joint width must be at least 3 mm | 1/8", in 
order to ensure a stable, longlasting result. For joint widths 
from 15 mm | 3/5", the joint depth needs to be at least double 
the joint width, in case of medium traffic loads, at least 2/3 
of the height of the stone. 

•  The stone surface needs to be cleaned of all soiling such 
as cement residue, dust, bedding material, oil etc. as these 
may otherwise become sealed under the synthetic resin 
film. Tape-off adjacent surfaces which are not going to be 
joint-fixed. Taping off the edges of the surface to be jointed, 
means that adjacent areas such as curbstones, curb sur-
rounds, house walls etc. will not be at risk of being marked 
by the synthetic resin. 

  *Results of bad preparation ( see photos )
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Avoid damage during planning and execution

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

•  Because you are working with natural materials, it is rec-
ommended to always use material from the same deliv-
ery / batch on each construction site. If jointing is carried out 
on a site after work has been interrupted for an extended 
period of time, then you should always lay a test surface first. 
Longterm, the new surface will adapt to the old surface due 
to weathering.

During jointing
•  During application suitable protective gloves and goggles 

should be worn. Avoid skin contact with jointing mortar, 
especially the binding agent. When using in sealed rooms, 
ensure sufficient ventilation. .

•  Mortar that has already hardened should not be mixed with 
water or fresh mortar to try and make it usable again.

•  The paving jointing mortar should be spread over the entire 
surface. If the mix is poured out onto one spot, in order to 
spread the material from there, then it is possible that dark 
synthetic resin marks will be left on this spot. These marks 
will disappear in time and through weathering.

•  At higher temperatures the paving jointing mortar will harden 
more quickly. At temperatures above 20 °C | 68 °F, small areas 
should be jointed and brushed off at a time before starting 
on the next area, in order to prevent hardening and sticking 
of mortar residue on the stone surface

After jointing
•  Individual grains of sand on the stone surface will disappear 

during the weathering phase and through abrasion .

•  If the surface needs to be protected against rain, the plastic 
covering sheet must not be laid directly on the surface, as 
this can cause grey or white discolouration. Air must be able 
to circulate between the surface and sheet. Fine expansion 
cracks in the joint or at the stone edges, can always occur; 
these have no negative effects on the usage properties 
or frost resistance of the surface. Expansion cracks do not 
affect walking on the surface or use of sweeping machines .
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OVERVIEW OF THE MOST IMPORTANT TIPS:

• Plan with care

• Inform yourself about the most suitable PFM

• Be aware of the weather

• Clean the surface before jointing

• Tape off edge areas

• Use suitable, clean tools

• Take note of the application instructions

• Take note of the safety instructions



Cleaning and maintenance
To keep things looking attractive, 
they need to be cared for!

Cleaning and maintenance after jointing
•  It is recommended using algae and moss removers, impreg-

nators and colour enhancers, which are available from DIY/
building material stores. These will not damage the ROMEX® 
products!

•  With red/brown types of stone and porphyry paving stones, 
there is a possibility that the stone surface becomes grey/
white during the initial phase. This discolouration will dis-
appear within a few months. This is due to light refractions 
within the synthetic resinfilm as it breaks up. In order to mini-
mise this apparentdiscolouration, it is recommended using 
a colourenhancer, which will restore the colour intensity 
achieved by the synthetic resin film. Alternatively, you can 
use an agent for removing resin film/marks.

•  Joints that have been jointed using high pressure cleaner 
resistant ROMEX® paving jointing mortar, can be regularly 
cleaned, in order to ensure permanent water permeability 
– but be aware that the joints should not be cleaned using 
machines with more than 125 bar | 1.813 psi. Also ensure that 
there is a minimum distance of 30 cm | 12" between the joint 
and cleaner.With paving jointing mortars meant only for 
pedestrian loads, that have less strength, a minimum dis-
tance of 40 - 60 cm | 16" - 24" – depending on type of high 
pressure cleaner used – should be ensured.

Tip: At this point, we would like to state that manufacturersof 

natural and in particular concrete stones,advise against clean-
ing using high pressure cleaners,so that the structure and col-
our of the stone isnot negatively affected.

Cleaning of tools and disposal of 
packaging and mortar remains
•  Tools should be cleaned immediately after use with water. 

Hardened paving jointing mortar remains can be cleaned 
using the special cleaning agent ROMPOX® - POWERclean.

•  Filler material bags can be dropped off at REPASACK accept-
ance points (www.interseroh.com).

•  Metal buckets can be taken to scrapyards ( www.stadt-
branchen.de/schrottplaetze.htm ).

•  Rinse plastic bottles with water after emptying and dispose 
of via dual system. More information on www.noventiz.de.

•  ROMEX® packaging material can be returned to ROMEX® 
for disposal.

General instructions
•  We have no direct influence on the correct and thus success-

ful application of our products. We can only guarantee the 
high quality of our products within the scope of our general 
terms and conditions. The instructions in our technical leaf-
lets are based on years of experience and we advise you to 
the best of our knowledge. Liability cannot be taken from 
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this. If individual cases have a more complex problem, then 
we would ask you to contact us immediately. We are always 
happy to support you in finding a solution to your problem.

•  ROMEX®- paving jointing mortars can be applied from 0 °C 
| 32 °F, ROMPOX® - DEKO and ROMEX®- JOINT STRENGTH-
ENER from 7 °C | 44,6 °F. The highest temperatures for the 
application of synthetic resin paving jointing mortars lies 
between 25 °C | 77 °F and 30 °C | 86 °F. Higher temperatures 
result in quicker binding and sticking of mortar residue on 
the stone surface. It is best to carry out jointing work in the 
early morning or late afternoon. More intense pre-wetting 
with water can cool the surface to be jointed until a tem-
perature is reached w hich will allow jointing (applies only to 
water emulsifiable paving jointing mortars).

•  Paving jointing mortars with the „RPS-Logo“( 
RPS stands for ROMEX®- Protection System 
) can be applied during drizzle and surface 
protection during drizzle is not necessary.

•  The pavment fixing mortar is not suitable for 
jointing fountains. With permanent water 
loads, it may start to slowly disintegrate in the coming weeks 
and months. 
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enhances your stone

The synthetic resin film

The facts about synthetic resin film:

Note should be taken, that after nearly all jointing using syn-
thetic resin paving jointing mortars, a very thin synthetic resin 
film remains on the stone surface and intensifies the color of 
the stone, resulting in a gloss effect ( wet look  ).

Depending on the type of product used, more or less colour 
enhancement is given. The synthetic resin film disappears 
from the surface in open weather and through abrasion in the 
coming months.

• Jointing leads to a natural intensifying of the stone colour

•  The synthetic resin film acts as a high quality stone surface 
sealant, that protects the paving stone from dirt

•  For light coloured types of stone ( e.g. light, broken granite ), 
clinker stones and items made to order, the synthetic resin 
film can lead to colour intensifying

•  For the jointing of large format slabs, the synthetic resin pav-
ing jointing mortar is spread over the whole surface. This is 
to ensure an even synthetic resin surface appearance after 
the jointing is finished .

•  Through uneven usage, loads or weathering, the stone sur-

face can sometimes show discolouration in various places

•  During the weathering phase, the impression may occur, that 
the stones become discoloured by looking white/grey. This 
is due to light refractions within the synthetic resin film as it 
breaks up. This phenomenon can be avoided by lightly clean-
ing the surface or treating the stones with colour enhancing 
products.

•  A resin film does not consitute an "application fault" and the 
quality of the surface is not compromised in any way.

This aspect of synthetic resin jointing of paved stones should 
be discussed with the client in detail before jointing is carried 
out.
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The synthetic resin film makes the stones look wet. In order 
to show this effect, wet the stones beforehand to see what 
they will look like after jointing. In case of doubt, always lay a 
sample surface first, that can be used as a reference surface.

The synthetic resin film disappears through mechanical loads 
and weathering over time.

On heavily trafficked surfaces ( roads, carparks ) and public sur-
faces ( market squares, train stations ), the synthetic resin film 
usually disappears within a few weeks. This is due to natural 
weathering such as sun, rain and snow, as well as from the 
heavy mechanical loads and abrasion.

The disappearance of the synthetic resin film can take varying 
times. Surfaces that are level and that generally have heavier 
loads and stronger weathering effects, will lose the synthetic 
resin film quicker than on edges, that generally lie lower and 
are not affected so much by loads or weathering .

The intensity of the colour enhancement depends on the 
product used. The intesity of the synthetic resin film can be 
reduced, when pre- and subsequent wetting is carried out 
before jointing.
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Basic rules for laying concrete stone paving stones 

Laying of concrete stone paving stones

1. PLANUM 
„Planum“ describes the surface result-
ing from the compacted foundation 
or subsurface. It needs to be built so 
that it can take profiles, is even and 
load bearing. The same applies to any 
kind of substructure that may be built 
due to certain local conditions. The 

expertly built surface of the bed/subsurface is called the pla-
num. Due to structural reasons, the required horizontal and 
lateral tilt on the paved stone surface, is carried out on all the 
surface layers as well as the planum. Minimum lateral tilt 2,5 %, 
on water sensitive floors 4 %.

2. BASE COURSES 
They must be load bearing, resistant 
to de-forming and sufficiently water 
permeable. Base courses are usu-
ally made of unbonded stones ( base 
courses without binding agent ). They 
should be made thick enough, able to 
take profiles, even and load bearing. 

The required slope results from the slope of the paved stone 
surface ( minimum lateral tilt 2,5% ). The frost protection layer 
is also counted as a base course without binding agent.

3. CHECK DELIVERED BUILDING MATERIALS
Check delivery note against order. With concrete paving 
stones, check format, colour, surface and quantity. Compare 
delivered goods with previously agreed samples. In case of 
deviation, clarify situation with contractural partner/supplier 
before construction begins. 

4. SURROUNDS
Paved stone coverings need a stable 
surround! The distance to the sur-
round is determined according to 
the agreed upon laying width, by lay-
ing out single lines of stones before 
construction begins. Elements for 
surrounds i.e. curbstones or edging 

stones, should be set on a foundation made of concrete with a 
rear support made of concrete too. Foundation and rear sup-
port are made “fresh on fresh”.

5. DRAINAGE GUTTERS
Any precipitation falling onto the surface must be able to 
drain away as quickly as possible. Drainage gutter should have 
a lateral tilt of at least 0,5 %. The elements i.e. trough stones, 
gutter slabs or paving stones should be laid on a concrete 

2,5 or 4 %
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foundation with correct vertical and horizontal alignment and 
then jointed using bonded jointing material. Drainage gutters 
should have expansion joints. 

6. PAVED STONE BED
It needs to be built of even thickness, 
be vertically aligned so it can take 
profiles. Thickness after compacting: 
3 to 5 cm | 1 3/16" to 2". In general, for 
trafficked surfaces, the bed mate-
rial should have a grainsize of at least 
4 mm | 3/16". The bedding material must 

be filter stable with the base course material! Bedding mate-
rial should be supplied mixed evenly and evenly damp and 
applied quickly. After smoothing, the bed must not be walked 
or driven. 

7. LAYING 
Concrete stone paving stones should 
be laid in the agreed upon distance 
and with a joint width of 3 - 5 mm | 
1/8"- 3/16" ( from 12 cm | 5" stone thickness 
with a joint width of 5- 8 mm | 3/16" - 5/16" ). 
Distancers between the stones, do 
not give the measurement of the joint 

width, pressing laying should be avoided. The joint axis must 
run evenly. Straight joints are achieved using sufficient lengths 
of cord, length and crosswise. To avoid concentrations of col-
our, the stones should be taken from several different packets. 
Pass stones must not be smaller than half of the starting stone 
and not too pointed. Additional work should be carried out 
with wet cutting.

8. JOINTING 
Jointing is done using ROMEX® pav-
ing jointing mortar.

3 - 5 mm | 1/8"- 3/16"
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Testing by Technical University Munich

Research and Development

The TU Munich Test Centre for transport infrastructure con-
struction was given the assignment by the companies OBS, 
Unna and ROMEX® PFM GmbH, Euskirchen, to test the stabil-
ity of bonded paved stone surfaces. For this purpose, ROMEX 
constructed two different test surfaces, test surface 1 using 
concrete stone paving stones and test surface 2 natural stone 
paving stones. It was planned to subject both test surfaces to a 
total of 100.000 rollovers in both rolling directions with phased 
increases in wheel loads of 5 kN | 1.124 lbs ( "heavy cars" ), 10 kN | 
2.249 lbs ( "small transporters" ), 25 kN | 5.622 lbs ( „light trucks” ) 
and 50 kN | 11.244 lbs ( "heavy trucks" ). In order to do this, the 
rolling test station was fitted with two truck tyres in order to 
guarantee simultaneous loads on both test surface.

Finally, on part of the surface laid with natural stone paving 
stones, a further test phase was carried out to simulate heavy, 
overloaded trucks ( simulation of 60 kN | 13.492 lbs wheel load ). 
The tests were carried out under constant, climatic fringe con-
ditions, i.e. at room temperature( approx. 20 °C | 68 °F ) and 
without precipitation.

One test surface was made of 8 cm | 3 1/8" concrete stone pav-
ing stones, the other of 12 cm | 5" natural stone paving stones. 
The paving stones were pre-treated with ROMEX® - ADHE-
SION ELUTRIANTS, an adhesion bridge. The pre-treated 
paving stone was then laid onto in 6 cm / 15 cm | 2 3/8" / 6"  
ROMEX® - TRAS BED, a specially designed, frost resistant 

drainage mortar by ROMEX®.

Finally, the whole surface was jointed using the modern and 
proven paving jointing mortar ROMPOX®- D2000, colour 
neutral. With a compressive strength greater than 51 N/ mm² 
| 7.397 psi and a static elasticity moduleof 2.390 N/ mm² | 
349.640 psi ( more flexible than cement bound paving jointing 
mortar with Ø 20.000 N/ mm² | 2.900.755 psi ),ROMPOX® - D2000 
displays much better resistance to deformation and is thus ide-
ally suited to the jointing of heavily load bearing paved stone 
surfaces.

A total of 100.000 rollovers in both rolling directions, on each 
test surface was carried out, with phased increases in wheel 
loads of 5 kN | 1.124 lbs ( "heavy cars" ), 10 kN | 2.249 lbs ( "small 
transporters" ), 25 kN | 5.622 lbs ( „light trucks” ) and 50 kN | 
11.244 lbs ( "heavy trucks" ).

Result:
The part surface made of concrete stone paving stones, 
showed no damage or significant deformation, even after 
completion of Phase 3 ( „small transporters“ ).The part sur-
face made of natural stone paving stones, showed no damage 
or significant deformation, even after completion of Phase 5 
( „heavy trucks“ ).

All further information and the full test report 
can be downloaded at www.romex-pfm.de

Stability of bonded paved stone surfaces
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TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY MUNICH
TEST CENTRE FOR TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 

CONSTRUCTION
Univ. Prof. Dr.-Ing. S. Freudenstein

Report no. 2724 dated 25.02.2011

(Nophadrain BV, Kerkrade/ROMEX PFM GmbH, Euskirchen)

Stability testing of bonded paved 
surfaces on trafficked areas

RESEARCH REPORT
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At the end of the test, the jointing of the slab surface as well 
as the sticking of the slabs, showed no signs of damage in the 
form of break-offs, unsticking, cracks etc.

The supplied test object made of the product system ROM-
POX®- DRAIN stonegrey and ROMPOX®- EASY neutral, proved 
to be resistant to the effects of the frost-thaw change in 
accordance with the test parameters as set out by the contrac-
tor and with practical relevance.

These results can be explained, by the fact that the aforemen-
tioned ROMEX® paving jointing mortars have a composition 
with a high number of pores of a particular size, which not 
only allow high water permeability, but also allow for enough 
expansion when ice forms during frost. If this requirement is 
permanently met, then there is no reason to not use this prod-
uct outdoors.

Frost and de-icing salt resistance

Tested and rated good!

Test reports

 
On 04.08.2004 we were given 

the task by ROMEX® AG, to carry out tests
for frost resistance on a supplied test object …
… as described in item 4, a 25 time frost-thaw change 

was carried out. At the end of the test, the jointing of the 
slab surface as well as the sticking of the slabs, showed 

no signs of damage in the form of break-offs, 
unsticking, cracks etc.

 
 

The results of testing have shown, that the 
sample prisms 1-7 made of synthetic resin paving 

jointing mortar, made by ROMEX / 53881 Euskirchen 
show average weathering of 6.9 g/m² | 1,52 lb/sq ft after 

28 frost-thaw changes and thus meet with the in /2/ 
named requirements for a high frost-de-icing salt 

resistance.
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Safety instructions

REACH is a European Union regulation concerning the Reg-
istration, Evaluation, Authorisation & restriction of Chemi-
cals which came into force on 1st June 2007. All companies 
must guarantee safe manufacture and usage of chemical sub-
stances. The ROMEX® company group fully complies with this 
regulation.

The manufacturers of epoxy resin products need to reassure 
themselves, that their suppliers have pre-registered or regis-
tered their products accordingly, so that future products will 
be manufactured properly. The expanded safety data sheet 
needs to take into consideration the expected applications. 

The information is important for evaluating possible risks to 
humans and the environment. The goal is safe handling of the 
product for the enduser.

Conclusion: When handled correctly and sticking to the 
recommendations and guidelines, working with epoxy resins 
and polyurethanes poses no risks. The products have been 
proven for years and have continuously been developed and 
are thus excellent for the jointing of paving stones. They fulfill 
all the requirements for hygiene and environmental protection. 
We do continuous research and development to ensure that 
application is even more reliable and simple !

European Chemical Regulation ( REACH )

Hardened synthetic resin systems are chemically inert building 
materials. Materials are described as chemically inert ( latin for 
"inactive, detached, dull" ), when they do not or only slightly 
react under the given conditions with possible reactive part-
ners ( i.e. air and water ).

At the same time, non hardened individual components may 
cause physiological effects due to their reactive capability. 

That is why the technical specifications and safety data sheets 
by ROMEX® should be heeded as well as the application 
guidelines by trade associations ( see: http://www.bgbau.de  ).

After the reactive resin has hardened, possible risks are no 
longer evident as the reactive capability is no longer given. 
By using simple protective measures, direct contact and thus 
undesired physiological effects can be avoided.

Synthetic resins and health

What does work protection look like ?

when using synthetic resins

Protective gloves should be used to protect 
hands. When handling the protective gloves, 
avoid direct contact with the material. This 
is particularly the case when taking off the 
gloves. When putting gloves back on, avoid 
contact with the soiled surface of the gloves.

To protect the eyes, always wear tightly 
closing protective glasses.

To protect the entire body, always wear 
clothing that is done up, whatever the wea-
ther. This includes shoes that are done up 
and long gloves that reach up the sleeves.
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ROMEX®

How can we assist our 
customer ?

Because our 
experience means 

your success !
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You are warmly welcome !

ROMEX®- FORUM

After you have been on this training 
course, you will be fully equipped !

This is what you can expect:

• Theoretical application basics 
• Expert seminars tailored to specific target groups 
• Practical use of ROMEX systems 
• Repair of old paved stone joints without new construction 
• Water permeable systems for footpaths and tree pits/grates 
• Up to date input by experienced subject specialists

In the spring of 2008, a new training centre was opened 
in Euskirchen for carrying out seminars called the 
ROMEX® - FORUM. This is where you can learn the „secrets“ 
behind the application of our systems. We provide the right 
solution for each problem.

Expert speakers will inform you on current subjects regarding 
jointing with synthetic resin paving jointing mortars, laying of 
paving stones and guidelines.

Target groups for theory and practical training courses are 
natural stone and construction trade specialists, construc-
tion company managers and local authorities, planners and 
architects as well as professional laying companies. You will 
have the opportunity to gain new insights as well as have the 
chance to exchange knowledge with like-minded persons and 
our trained expert personnel.

The current dates can be found at: 
http://www.romex-pfm.eu/service/forum.html

The seminars take place on each day between 10.00 hrs. and 
approx. 15.00 hrs. The cost for the 1 day seminar is 

€  50,- per person. Lunch and drinks, as well as samples and 
flyers are included. Overnight stays at a 3 star / 4 star hotel can 
also be booked at a cost of €  60 / €  90. 

Should you not be able to participate on one of the set dates, 
ROMEX® will be happy to organise a personal training session 
for you (from five people)!

The number of participants for each forum day is limited to 25 
persons. Should your required date be fully booked, we will 
be happy to suggest an alternative date. Register with your 
ROMEX® contact person ord at www.romex-pfm.de
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External sales team

ROMEX®- TEAM

Internal sales team
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Numerous publications promote interest!

ROMEX® - Literature references & Press

FACEBOOK

CONSUMPTION CALCULATOR

APPLICATION FILMS

RSS-FEEDFORUM

CERTIFICATE

NEWS RPSSAMPLE SURFACES

Everything concerning the subject paving jointing mortar for 
home and professional use. Now with innovative planning and 
advice tool! Get to the right product in just a few clicks!

WWW.ROMEX-PFM.DE

Jetzt rollt einiges auf uns zu
Pflasterfugenmörtel - Planungsgrundlagen

Altpfl astersanierung mit Kunstharzsystemen

ROMPOX® - D2000 im Praxistest

Schutzgebühr € 20,-
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PHOTO COMPETITION
Join in and win
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SEND US YOUR BEST PHOTOS
You have jointed your paved stone surface 
with ROMEX® paving jointing mortars?

Send us photos of your projects, show-
ing how your paved stone surfaces have 
become visually attractive through the 
use of ROMEX® paving jointing mortars 
for jointing. We would also love to receive 

photos showing the surfaces before and 
after jointing. The best photos will be 
published.

Prizes and participation conditions can be 
found on our website www.romex-pfm.de



Sale and advice for industrial floor coatings

ROMEX® MB GmbH

ROMEX® has been selling synthetic resin products for the indus-
trial flooring and sealing technology sectors since 1989, whereby 
Germany, Western Europe, Russia, all other Eastern European 
countries, central Asia and Asia, are the main markets.

ROMEX® MB GmbH, together with her partners, has developed 
a concept, that offers their clients the best possible assurance 
for work that is carried out to the highest possible standard. 
Top class products made in our own production facility together 
with expert laying work carried out by our trained partners, are 
the key to our ever growing success.

Whether for wet or dry areas, automotive, electronics, phar-
maceutical or food industry, carparks, sports stadiums or ware-
houses, ROMEX® industrial floor coatings can be used in almost 
all branches of industry. 

ROMEX® MB GmbH looks forward to your enquiry:
www.romex-mb.de
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Quality through our own production
Research and development department

The ROMEX® production facility produces synthetic resin 
based quality products. Our own Research and Development 
department, develops formulas that satisfy highest quality 
standards. ROMEX® has also set up it’s own standards, that 
surpass the generally valid norms. Paving jointing mortars 
and industrial flooring made of synthetic resins, are the main 
products that are developed and manufactured according to 
modern principles.

CE identification
The entire ROMEX® PFM GmbH product range has the CE 
identification. This certifies that we as manufacturer are in 

accord with the currently valid 
EU guidelines. The entire prod-
uct range went though rigorous 
checks. In addition, all new prod-
ucts brought into the line are 
tested according to current norms 
and guidelines and given the CE 
identification.
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PAVING JOINTING MORTAR

ROMEX® is member:

Partner des Verbandes 
Garten-, Landschafts- und 
Sportplatzbau Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V.

Forschungsgese l lschaf t
Landschaf tsentw ick lung
Landschaf tsbau e .V.

ROMEX® PFM GmbH 
Von-Bassenheim-Straße 2 
53881 Euskirchen 
Tel.:  +49 22 51 / 94 12 20 
Fax: +49 22 51 / 94 12 28
E-Mail: info@romex-pfm.de 
Internet: www.romex-pfm.de

Your contact:

The information printed in this brochure is based on experiential values and the current levels of knowledge in science and practice, however they are not binding and have no legal force. All  
previous information becomes invalid with the issue of this brochure. Issue July 2015. We reserve the right to make changes.

Made in Germany


